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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
FORTHCOMING EVENTS, 1991/92

Wednesday 9 October 1991 at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the Naval &
Military Club (the "In and Out", 94 Piccadilly, London
W1), the Society's Annual General Meeting. There will
be a cash bar. After the meeting, there will be an
opportunity to hear a recording of a speech by Kipling,
delivered in 1933 at a Royal Society of Literature
luncheon in honour of the Canadian Authors'
Association.

Wednesday 13 November 1991. Instead of a discussion
meeting there will be a Society visit to the Nehru
Gallery of Indian Art, Victoria & Albert Museum,
South Kensington, London SW7. Doors open at 6.45
p.m. — please note the later time. Admission by prepaid ticket only: price £4 each: guests welcome.
U.K. members will receive a booking form with fuller
particulars with this Journal: if you have not had one
and would like to come please telephone Mrs Lewis on
0491-38046.

1992 Meeting dates. Wednesday 12 February, Wednesday 22
April, Wednesday 22 July, all at Brown's Hotel.
Programme to be announced.

Secretary's address. See "Membership News" in this issue.
August 1991
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WHAT KEEDE SAW
This drawing accompanies Kipling's "Fairy-Kist" [from Limits and Renewals], in an
interesting new collection, Crime Stories from the 'Strand' [selected by Geraldine Beare,
introduced by one of our members, H.R.F. Keating, and illustrated by David Eccles;
Folio Society, London, 1991]. "Just as I turned off the London Road into the lane under
Channet's Ash, my lights picked up a motorbike lying against the bank where they found
Ellen; and I saw a man bending over a woman up the bank ..."
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"GARM SE TINT ROIDE DANS LE TUB"
"Garm understood. Indeed, next washing-day, when Vixen as usual fled under my bed,
Garm stared at the doubtful dog-boy in the verandah, stalked to the place where he had
been washed last time, and stood rigid in the tub."
An illustration by H. Deluermoz, for "Garm" in a French collection of Kipling's
Contes (Delagrave, Paris, 1929). Other drawings of the same dog by the same artist were
in our issues of March and June 1991, and a question arose about the "ruff" Garm was
shown as wearing. That question is answered in current "Letters to the Editor": it was
an elaborate French collar: here it must have been removed, to facilitate ablution.
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EDITORIAL
Much I owe to the Lands that grew —
More to the Lives that fed —
But most to Allah who gave me two
Separate sides to my head...
A pronounced dichotomy — between moralist and romantic,
conformist and maverick, even policeman and lawbreaker — pervades
the values implicit in Kipling's writings. This division, though
examined by his critics and biographers, remains a puzzle: it is stated
but not explained in ''The Two-Sided Man'', quoted above.
Kipling was an artist, not a philosopher: yet for better or worse he
indulged a lifelong tendency to teach — a possibly genetic
predisposition shared with McGoggin in Plain Tales, whose
"grandfathers on both sides", like Kipling's, "had been Wesleyan
preachers, and the preaching strain came out".
What gave Kipling's teaching peculiar force was a compelling use of
language, a ranging vision fed by a vivid and exotic imagination, and
his good fortune in that he always — not just at his apogee of
popularity, the 1890s — commanded a huge audience. He provoked
hostile critics too, on whom the tendentiousness of his politics, or the
didactic virtuosity of his style, jarred. However, they were vastly
outnumbered — a further aggravation to critical resentment — by a
very loyal readership that let itself be greatly influenced by the
implications of what he wrote.
Thus he came to stand not merely for beguiling stories and poems,
but for certain profound if simple values, with which much of his
written work is impregnated. 'Duty' was conspicuous among these; to
this day there remains a justifiable assumption that even people
unfamiliar with Kipling will associate his name with discipline, not
self-indulgence.
In an editorial in the Sunday Telegraph on 21 July 1991, Peregrine
Worsthorne was reflecting on a public "decline in virtue", partly
attributable to current rejection of various traditional constraints
including loyalty to such institutions as the "family, school,
profession, or trade union" — institutions which admittedly could be
oppressive and detrimental to one's individuality, but which also
imposed the virtue of discipline. Those unfashionable loyalties had
now been largely shed, but
"in getting rid of the oppressive elements, we have also got rid
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of the virtue... We are talking about the means of grace — a
subject most uncongenial to the modern mind. How does man
acquire grace? Kipling was in no doubt... Man acquired grace by
obedience to... a higher authority — the British Army or the
Indian Civil Service, or some other great institution...
subordinating his individual will... Far from... being seen as
demeaning, it was the means by which most people were able to
fulfil themselves.
Kipling did not write about human rights. He wrote about
duties. There can be little doubt that to him duties were more
essential to the dignity of man than rights... Deprivation of
duties was, therefore, as much an evil as deprivation of rights;
almost a worse evil, since the life of a man without duties was
even emptier and more worthless than the life of a man without
rights."
One recognises the theme: there is ample evidence that Kipling did
take this view. Yet it is equally striking that he also frequently exalted
values which, if not anarchic, ran counter to that system of 'Law'
which he otherwise supported. He was as much the champion of the
individual as of authority.
Examples are many — Stalky's school exploits notable among them
(exploits which, as appears in an article in this issue, a young
Hungarian saw long ago as an "affirmation of freedom"). On a more
sombre plane of self-expression, the doomed enterprise of Dravot and
Carnehan in "The Man who would be King" (Wee Willie Winkie) is
so narrated as to gain sympathy for the two crazy adventurers.
Sympathy, too, is felt for the tribulations of those professional pirates
and pearl-fishers of the S.S. Haliotis in "The Devil and the Deep Sea"
(The Day's Work): they gloried in defying the system. In a more
subdued way, the hero of "Brother Square-Toes" (Rewards and
Fairies) is a smuggler, Pharaoh Lee. In "The Song of Diego Valdez"
the great Admiral's nostalgia is for his lawless youth —
But I remember comrades —
Old playmates on new seas —
Whenas we traded orpiment
Among the savages...
The dichotomy can be 'rationalised' in terms of society's 'creative
tension', between the ultimate sanction of the Law and the exercise of
individual enterprise; but Kipling was perhaps unique in writing with
equal flair about the merit of obedience and the exhilaration of
freedom and disobedience. To do so he needed the separate sides to his
head, which the artist in him identified and prized.
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THE STRANGE RIDE
A LECTURE ABOUT RUDYARD KIPLING
FOR THE KIPLING SOCIETY, IN 1986
by ANGUS WILSON

[In our last issue, my main Editorial was an obituary tribute to Sir Angus Wilson. In the
present issue, the longest item is, in a sense, an extension of that tribute: it is the text of
a lecture Sir Angus drafted in 1986, for delivery at Rockford College, Illinois, where his
appearance was billed as the principal feature of a commemoration organised there for
the Kipling Society by Professor Enamul Karim, for the fiftieth anniversary of Kipling's
death.
"Drafted", I said, because Angus Wilson prepared it but never gave it. He was
unexpectedly prevented from attending by a serious illness, confining him to a hospital
bed in Iowa. However, he despatched a typescript text at short notice by express mail to
Professor Karim, who at even shorter notice asked me (I had arrived to give a later,
secondary lecture) to read it to the audience on Angus Wilson's behalf. I had time to
scan it first, and to note that it was a sophisticated piece requiring careful presentation.
Then I was on.
The lecture was indeed vintage Angus Wilson. I felt oddly privileged, if a little
vulnerable, reciting it to a large, attentive and not unscholarly audience who had come,
some of them a long way, to hear the man himself. Anyway, now seems an appropriate
moment to reproduce for the Society of which he was President a first-rate talk that he
planned for us but never delivered.
Its title of course derives from the name of his valuable biography, The Strange Ride
of Rudyard Kipling (Secker & Warburg, 1977). —Ed.)

Since I published my book on Kipling, I have been asked many times
why I of all people — a liberal moralist — should have chosen to
research for some years, and to write so enthusiastically, about a writer
apparently so different from myself. The answer I usually give is a
half-truth, or rather, a truth that only goes so far: but the question is
usually a polite one and only requires a limited answer.
This answer is the likeness of our territorial sympathies, of our
attitudes to England and abroad. Sussex, the county of my birth and
early education, is the county in which, after long hesitation, Kipling
settled for the last thirty-odd years of his life — although even then,
like me, he was often away for months at a time. Over and above this
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English base, South Africa, India, the United States and France are all
countries central, in different ways, to both our lives.
But the real answer lies deeper and earlier: the traumas and delights
of the nursery floor. Kipling always inclined to those delights.
Childhood was a declared part of art, perhaps even its centre for him,
and it is also for me. I cannot solve this apparent connection between
childhood and artistic creation any more than he could. For me, as for
him, magical delight is always built upon cracking ice; exultation is
never free from apprehension. But even in the deepest anxiety I am, as
he was, always aware of the world of delight.
For the same reason, five English novelists have, in different ways, a
special hold upon me. There are of course, and have been, great
novelists who lived always on heights; and a few others always in
depths. (And many more than we romantics suppose have lived on a
steady level: even some of the best — though it costs me much, as a
romantic, to say so.) My five favourite English novelists dwelt in
precarious bliss.
They were, first, Samuel Richardson, whose magnificent heroine
[Clarissa] lost her physical battle but not her spiritual one — because
she supposed drugged milk to be London milk, and of London she
knew nothing. Second is Jane Austen, for whom every picnic is a
potential disaster, but who in her very great novel Persuasion ends
with a heroine who is gloriously and happily married to a sailor, and
so will have to "know alarms". Third is Charles Dickens — what
fugitive murderer, what hideous devil-dwarf like Quilp, is always there
behind Dickens's laughter? Fagin is mysteriously at the window in
Oliver's happiest hour; and when Scrooge finds happiness and gives
joy to all in the family Christmas party, Tiny Tim will sing of the little
boy lost outside in the snow. Fourth is Virginia Woolf, one of our rare
celebrators of London's glory. Mrs Dalloway opens with the heroine
coming out into the noise and bustle and crowdedness of the London
street and saying with delight, "What a lark! What a plunge!" Yet the
other central character of the novel, Septimus Warren Smith, a
frustrated creative artist, falls to the London street in a brutal and
terrible suicide. Together these make up Virginia Woolf s own
enchanted life and dreadful death. Fifth is Rudyard Kipling.
Rudyard Kipling and Virginia Woolf, both in Sussex! One living on
the eastern borders, one in my world further west; both well within
motoring distance — and motoring was their life. But England being
what it is, or was, they could not and never did meet. Bother politics!
Bother intellectual snobberies, and social groupings! Though these
nuisances are not confined to England.
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Being England, however, Clubs could change everything: and
Kipling did meet one Bloomsburian, at the Beefsteak Club. This was
Desmond McCarthy, and he wrote a wonderful obituary about
Kipling; but he didn't introduce him to Mrs Woolf.
In this deep conflict of delight and danger, Kipling was the most
entranced child and the most cautiously danger-conscious of them all,
perhaps because he lived — more than any of them — in immediate
post-Darwinian gloom, in a family that only two generations back
were the most convinced Wesleyan believers.
Like Dickens, his conflict lies also in childhood roots: Warren's
blacking factory and Punch's 'House of Desolation', the seeminglyendless horrible experiences of both their childhoods, are all-tooemphasised by them both. But Kipling had gone from the intensely
happy child of Bombay (like Kim, "Little Friend of all the World");
to the spoiled child of three, elbowing through the crowds of an
English village, crying "An angry Ruddy is coming"; on to the little
boy of six to ten who in "Baa Baa, Black Sheep" [ Wee Willie Winkie]
comes near to losing his sight out of loneliness, desperation and fear,
as Kipling did when he was sent away from his parents, back to
England to a tyrannical foster-mother.
Stalky & Co. suggests how — with a mature moustache at fourteen,
at the school at Westward Ho! — Kipling built up that veneer of
maturity which was for ever to protect the blissful small boy of
Bombay from the terrible outer world he had known when at eight
Aunty Rosa beat him and sent him to school with a placard — LIAR
— on his back. Behind the moustache and the Sahib's macho,
however, he made the small child's playground the scene of some of
his finest stories, for example "The Story of Muhammad Din" [Plain
Tales from the Hills].
But the small, yard-sized territorial vision of his greatest tribute to
India, "The Miracle of Purun Bhagat" [The Second Jungle Book],
the story of a great Indian administrator turned hermit in the
Himalayas, was to remain with him in a thousand different settings —
right on to his later stories, where the scene has changed to England.
Some of the best English stories, "The Wish House" [Debits and
Credits], "Below the Mill Dam" [Traffics and Discoveries], "Mary
Postgate" and "Friendly Brook" [A Diversity of Creatures], are laid
in what is no more than a yard, but are rich and thick with feeling
and life.
But the extraordinary aspect of this is how India gave him total and
exotic metaphor for his conflict in all these stories — whether laid in
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England, Africa or even America. Only in his last years did he rely on
the Sussex scene of farm and downland for his inspiration. And then
it is a notable anomaly, that the only composite vision was his
historical one contained in Puck of Pook's Hill and Rewards and
Fairies, where we range from the Norman conquest of the 11th
century, even further back indeed to the Roman conquest of Britain,
down to the Napoleonic Wars. For his 19th- and 20th-century English
stories, his heroes were often rich with an imagery that came from
their careers in India.
There is no doubt about it: he finally felt that England (he would
feel the same about anywhere else, except India) was claustrophobic.
Take "The Open Door":
England is a cosy little country,
Excepting for the draughts along the floor.
And that is why you're told,
When the passages are cold:
"Darling, you've forgot to shut the Door!" ...
Shut — shut — shut the Door, my darling!
Always shut the Door behind you, but
You can go when you are old
Where there isn't any cold —
So there isn't any Door that needs be shut!
And —
The deep Verandah shows it —
The pale Magnolia knows it —
And the bold, white Trumpet-flower blows it —
There isn't any Door that needs be shut!
Or the poem "We and They":
Father, Mother, and Me,
Sister and Auntie say
All the people like us are We,
And everyone else is They.
And They live over the sea,
While We live over the way,
But — would you believe it? — They look upon We
As only a sort of They! ...
From the U.S.A. he got much less: all the same, Captains
Courageous is his best boy's book. Otherwise, rather typically, his best
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American story is "Brother Square-Toes" [Rewards and Fairies],
about Talleyrand in exile from France.
His many winters in Cape Town, South Africa, gave him no pure
inspiration, but a wonderful poem about an Australian sent there in
the Boer War ["Lichtenberg"], and a story of an American
improbably engaged in the Boer War, and there facing the meaning of
life ["The Captive", Traffics and Discoveries].
Of all the many stories of India and of the English there (as of the
Indians), there is only one in which an Englishman, Learoyd the
Yorkshireman, goes back to his English youth ["On Greenhow Hill",
Life's Handicap]. Why should it be otherwise? After all, Kipling was
born in Bombay. India was itself and entire.
But as I have said, Kipling was the first of my five great novelists to
know the intense bleakness of the post-Darwinian world — the more
bleak because of his devout Wesleyan ancestry. This gives all his work
a more threatening sense of disaster; and in the last twenty years of his
life a more seeking religious flavour than the earlier writers had.
His proposed 'fortress' cannot be Grandison Hall under God, as
with Richardson; nor Mansfield Park under the Church, as with Jane
Austen; nor even Dickens's posse of vigilantes — right-minded men
and women of stern New Testament guidance — who hunt down the
murderer Jasper, in Edwin Drood.
Kipling has to set up something to replace not only the laws of the
land — so inadequate also to Dickens — but also the old laws of God.
It makes his positive creed more mysterious — sometimes more
penetrating, sometimes merely obfuscating. Against this, the richness
of life which the Law must preserve is, because of his Indian and
wandering life, far more complex and various than any of the other
four — more than that, than almost all other English novelists.
The 'Law' of Kipling has been seen too simply by clever men, for
example Lionel Trilling writing about Mowgli and The Jungle Book:
"And then there was the fascination of the Pack and its Law. It is not
too much to say that a boy had thus his first introduction to a
generalised notion of society. It was a notion charged with feeling —
the Law was mysterious, firm, certain, noble, in every way admirable
beyond the rule of home and school." [from "Kipling", collected in
Kipling's Mind and Art, edited by Andrew Rutherford (Oliver &
Boyd, 1964)]
This has a simple truth; but one sees that Kipling has fooled Trilling
(much as he hoped sometimes to fool himself). Trilling is unaware of
the fact that the dangers against which the Law has been devised are
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one and the same as the riches which it has to protect. The simple view
(of which Trilling's statement is the most intellectually impressive) is
illustrated by "A Song in Storm":
The game is more than the player of the game,
And the ship is more than the crew!
or by "The Law of the Jungle":
For the strength of the Pack is the Wolf, and the
strength of the Wolf is the Pack...
When Pack meets with Pack in the Jungle, and
neither will go from the trail,
Lie down till the leaders have spoken — it may be
fair words shall prevail...
Now these are the Laws of the Jungle, and many
and mighty are they;
But the head and the hoof of the Law
and the haunch and the hump is — Obey!
Such simple general exhortations are all right for simple men who
are about to enter maturity and have some authority; but they do not
take into account the ambiguous nature of the Law, which is designed
to control "fluttered folk and wild... Half devil and half child" (as he
told the Americans), or the child that is within us. And though
Kipling means first and foremost the artist, he also cherishes the
"free" individual in every man. Thus we have simple rules, devised
apparently as a mysterious, almost metaphysical, necessity; but simply
presented in fact, I am convinced, to preserve interior freedom by
avoiding exterior anarchy.
Yes, we know that "The Gods of the Copybook Headings" return:
And that after this is accomplished, and the brave new
world begins
When all men are paid for existing and no man must pay
for his sins,
As surely as Water will wet us, as surely as Fire
will burn,
The Gods of the Copybook Headings with terror and
slaughter return!
But why do they have to return? Because of the internal pressure that
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the conflict between imagination and the necessity for avoiding
anarchy (that is, the Law) puts upon an individual.
Much of this can be seen to stem from the history of melancholy in
Kipling's mother's family — the melancholies of Grandmother
Macdonald, his sister Trix's many years of near-insanity, his own
breakdown in 1891, and the duodenal ulcers that painfully dogged his
last twenty years from 1916.
All this led him to write, after 1900, some of his best and finest
accounts of the nervous breakdown so common in this century. I
think he was the first to be concerned with this — as he was the first to
write poetry and stories about motor cars, ships, engines and modern
surgery — all much to the shock of Henry James, though he knew
Kipling so well and had been one of the few witnesses at his wedding.
For anyone who wishes to see the dilemma of the new rich, and of
the newly emancipated young people of the early 20th century, I
especially recommend the stories "In the Same Boat" and "The Dog
Hervey" in A Diversity of Creatures.
The mental stress of the first World War, in which he lost his only
son, highlighted all this for Kipling, as we see in the poem "The
Mother's Son":
For just because he had not died,
Nor been discharged nor sick,
They dragged it out with My Mother's Son
Longer than he could stick ...
And no one knows when he'll get well —
So, there he'll have to be:
And, 'spite of the beard in the looking-glass,
I know that man is me!
British India was a magnificent symbol of this pervasive ambiguous
duality of Kipling's world. The North-West Frontier of the Kohat and
Khyber Passes, with its menace of Russian Czarist imperialism
through Afghanistan, made that border a symbol of Hell, as we can
see from the frightening story, "The Man who would be King" [ Wee
Willie Winkie]. The Himalayas, to the East, were India's Heaven, as
we see in the story of the Hindu man-of-affairs turned saint, Purun
Bhagat; and in the Lama's pilgrimage in Kim.
Kipling's India can be seen in its turn as a symbol for us of, first,
the inter-mixed social world of today; and second, the frontier
anarchy of today — Eritrea, Iraq/Iran, Lebanon, Jordan, Ulster,
Zimbabwe, Cyprus, Chad, Thailand, Namibia, the Philippines,
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Berlin, the Basque border, Central America and of course
Afghanistan.
All this is Kipling's Roman Wall, of his splendid Puck stories of
Parnesius and the Romano-British Frontier (and of his North-West
Frontier stories — the divide between established law and "fluttered
folk and wild", each having its own excesses of tyranny or anarchy).
Take up the White Man's burden —
Send forth the best ye breed —
Go bind your sons to exile
To serve your captives' need;
To wait in heavy harness
On fluttered folk and wild —
Your new-caught, sullen peoples,
Half devil and half child...
Take up the White Man's burden —
Have done with childish days —
The lightly proffered laurel,
The easy, ungrudged praise.
Comes now, to search your manhood
Through all the thankless years,
Cold-edged with dear-bought wisdom,
The judgment of your peers!
The burden of frontier-keeping is very great, as he thus told
America in 1899. And yet — especially in the Puck stories and in
many of the Jungle Book tales and in Kim — he shows that it is with
those "fluttered folk" and childlike men that the imaginative riches of
life, and fancy's freedom, reside.
To guard all this richness — Kim's Grand Trunk Road, the Lama,
Kipling's own Bombay childhood, the world of other divine idiots
besides the Lama (Kipling's wonderful painter-uncle, Ned BurneJones; his "Uncle Topsy" the utopia-maker William Morris, on
whose knee he had sat as a child) — to guard this richness, it is
necessary for some to lose it. To make the divine-child-world safe from
anarchy and tyranny (two faces of the same threat) the guardians —
the wretched Privates of Soldiers Three, and others — have to take on
the chains of duty, and lose their freedom and imagination.
The perils of either coping with power or evading it are many. Take
for example McGoggin, the rationalist whose sole intellectual value is
himself, and who loses his memory, and therefore his identity ["The
Conversion of Aurelian McGoggin", Plain Tales]. "Adult man cannot
bear much intellectual freedom of choice."
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Or take the cutting off of romantic bliss — so marked in India with
its plagues — as we see in the magnificent but sad story, "Without
Benefit of Clergy" [Life's Handicap]; or in "Beyond the Pale" [Plain
Tales] where the English officer who has been regularly visiting with
love and passion the Hindu child-widow, comes one night to see her,
only to be faced with two stumps stretched out from the window.
Punishment can be hard in a traditional household.
A third example is how sexual love in small British communities on
the frontiers can pose an even greater threat of destruction to the
individual — as in "A Wayside Comedy" [ Wee Willie Winkie] with its
small frontier group, where at the end only the foolish, unsuspecting,
twice-cuckolded Major jollies them all along, playing the banjo,
singing "in excruciating wise", and declaring that "in a little Station
we must all be friendly". (This is a kind of Sartre's Huis Clos.) And
the horrors of Kipling's "False Dawn" [Plain Tales] equal those of the
picnic in Jane Austen's Emma, where the heroine is rude to Miss
Bates.
One thing Kipling makes clear — the Law demands the recognition
of all laws, or mores, in their own ranges:
And the Law that ye make shall be law after the rule of your
lands.
This for the waxen Heath, and that for the Wattle-bloom,
This for the Maple-leaf, and that for the Southern Broom.
The Law that ye shall make shall be law and I do not press my
will...
["England's Answer"]
"The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes" [Wee Willie Winkie]
suggests the fate of those who cut themselves off from that diversity
and richness — the Englishman in India who has ignored the country
around him, and falls into a pit of desperate survivors where he must
live among the very Indians of all kinds whom he has somehow failed
to see.
Yet only the Gipsies can truly drop out, for they have their own
drop-out Law. His admiration for this is an answer to charges of
'fascism' (as Jews, again and again, are heroes in his works, but with
their own special wandering function):
Unless you come of the gipsy race
That counts all time the same,
Be you careful of Time and Place
And Judgment and Good Name:
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Lose your life for to live your life
The way that you ought to do;
And when you are finished, your God and your wife
And the Gipsies'11 laugh at you!
["Gipsy Vans"]
You can't have it any easy way. There are 'refuges' — for instance
the family (but this will break up and re-form, and it has subtle
tensions), or the male in groups (and women's bosom friendships).
But these are hard disciplines, and the extremity of such spare
communities may kill a man's soul.
But the death of the soul is often double; for if the cockney Private
Ortheris's soul was killed by the empty loneliness of the Ravi when his
duties were finished by 8 a.m., the process was begun in his
overcrowded London slum childhood. Kipling on his return to
London in 1889 found the horrors of anarchy and panic lying under
the crowded life of London, as much as he had under the loneliness of
the outposts in India. But he saw joy in each.
We need the family, the regiment, the in-group, for all their
fragilities and insufficiencies. But not only may they break up: they
may become static. Then we have what Kipling hated — possibly a
self-satisfied dead conservatism, as of the Old English Black Rat and
the Grey Cat in "Below the Mill Dam" [Traffics and Discoveries],
who refuse to believe that the mill dam, on which they have lived, will
ever be changed. They hear that it is going to be electrified, and laugh
at the possibility. The Rat is "not above appreciating" his long years
in the mill; but the Cat says,
"Appreciation is the surest sign of inadequacy ... But I know
what you mean ... To sit by right at the heart of things — eh?"
"Yes," said the Black Rat ... "To possess — er — all this
environment as an integral part of one's daily life must
insensibly of course ... You see?"
The Rat means that one is thereby civilised and of value. But he gets
stuffed; and the Cat is chucked into the mill-stream.
If not a deadly static view, then a restless, vague, dreamy, bohemian,
left-wing idealism, as that of Frankwell Midmore in " 'My Son's
Wife' " [A Diversity of Creatures] —
He had suffered from the disease of the century since his early
youth, and before he was thirty he was heavily marked with it.
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He and a few friends had rearranged Heaven very comfortably,
but the reorganisation of Earth, which they called Society, was
even greater fun. It demanded Work in the shape of many taxirides daily; hours of brilliant talk with brilliant talkers; some
sparkling correspondence; a few silences (but on the
understanding that their own turn should come soon) while
other people expounded philosophies; and a fair number of
picture-galleries, tea-fights, concerts, theatres, music-halls, and
cinema shows; the whole trimmed with love-making to women
whose hair smelt of cigarette-smoke. Such strong days sent
Frankwell Midmore back to his flat assured that he and his
friends had helped the World a step nearer the Truth, the Dawn,
and the New Order ...
It is almost a vision of the Bloomsbury of Virginia Woolf and her
friends. In fact it is the creed of the monkey tribe in The Jungle Book,
as in "Road Song of the Bandar-log":
Here we sit in a branchy row,
Thinking of beautiful things we know;
Dreaming of deeds that we mean to do,
All complete, in a minute or two —
Something noble and grand and good,
Won by merely wishing we could.
Now we're going to — never mind,
Brother, thy tail hangs down behind!
As he shows in "The Secret of the Machines", it is the human brain
that has made the technological world — as the machines themselves
are made to say:
But remember, please, the Law by which we live,
We are not built to comprehend a lie,
We can neither love nor pity nor forgive.
If you make a slip in handling us you die!
We are greater than the Peoples or the Kings —
Be humble as you crawl beneath our rods! —
Our touch can alter all created things,
We are everything on earth — except The Gods!
Though our smoke may hide the Heavens from your eyes,
It will vanish and the stars will shine again,
Because, for all our power and weight and size,
We are nothing more than children of your brain!
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Yet technology, as in "As Easy as A.B.C." [A Diversity of
Creatures], is no less an inadequate measure of Man than narrow
conservatism or vague, narrow, leftist idealism. Members of the Aerial
Board of Control, that rules the world in that wonderful science
fiction story, reflect that "it came out as we sat over breakfast, that,
with the exception of Arnott and Pirolo, none of us had ever seen a
corpse, or knew in what manner the spirit passes". Technocracy means
in fact a lack of the sense of mystery that makes for art, and therefore
for joy.
Moreover, all forms of government are suspect because, if not
established under the mysterious Law, they contain the seeds of
tyranny or anarchy. Why was he so afraid of anarchy?
There were three reasons. First a personal one: those black years of
his childhood, shown in "Baa Baa, Black Sheep". There, anarchy is
the evident product of tyranny, destruction of the child's personality.
(Yet of course Aunty Rosa broke down an anarchic child, the "angry
Ruddy": which comes first?) The second reason was political: the
Indian Mutiny (as the British called it) of 1857. For Kipling, born only
eight years later, it was nearer than the French Revolution had been for
Dickens. For both, they signified never-to-be-forgotten collapses of all
rule. Above all, the third reason was religious: the Darwinian death of
God. Therefore death itself was inexplicable.
All the same, in a sense, anarchy is also vitality — the Grand Trunk
Road; creativity; childhood. The Grand Trunk Road also needs The
Game — the Secret Service — which provides further excitement to
the vitality of the scene. In fact art simulates vitality, as a substitute,
and directs it towards the Law.
However with the political game, or technical innovation, or indeed
with the subtleties of craft in art, Kipling is always aware that they are
only substitute richnesses or vitalities, for the real anarchic richness of
a child's imagination. Those mature games, political or artistic, are
finally calculating: they lack the necessary innocence of childhood
vision.
This is the unresolved dilemma of the romantic artist: how to play
children's games, true children's games, when you are no longer a
child. A photograph in my book, of the mature Kipling playing games
with children on the deck of a ship to South Africa, will suggest some
answers to you.
However, if you are tempted to neglect the Law, and trust to
innocence, remember the "lesser breeds without the Law", and their
potential havoc — as in "A Pict Song":
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We are the Little Folk — We!
Too little to love or to hate.
Leave us alone and you'll see
How we can drag down the State!
Or the faceless man in "The Truce of the Bear":
My finger crooked on the trigger — when he reared up
like a man.
Horrible, hairy, human, with paws like hands in prayer,
Making his supplication rose Adam-zad the Bear!
I looked at the swaying shoulders, at the paunch's
swag and swing,
And my heart was touched with pity for the monstrous,
pleading thing.
Touched with pity and wonder, I did not fire then ...
I have looked no more on women, I have walked no
more with men.
Nearer he tottered and nearer, with paws like hands
that pray —
From brow to jaw that steel-shod paw, it ripped my
face away!
Vigilance must be absolute — even during indulgence of the
happiest imaginative games. This means that pity is often a dangerous
sentimentalism. Renunciation of pity is also necessary if we are to
harden ourselves, if we are to enjoy 'Stalkyism' — the brutal practical
jokes which keep us on keel when life's burden is too great.
Their permitted brutality goes back to the Regency, even to
Smollett. It was there in Thomas Hood, in early Dickens, in Conrad
— a refreshing sportiveness, as Kipling suggests. Yes, but I am afraid
we must also admit it can be sadistic self-righteousness — as in
Bulldog Drummond, or James Bond, or even the epigraph to " P i g "
[Plain Tales]:
Go, stalk the red deer o'er the heather,
Ride, follow the fox if you can!
But, for pleasure and profit together,
Allow me the hunting of Man —
The chase of the Human, the search for the Soul
To its ruin — the hunting of Man.
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Kipling knew that these jokes or revenges could rebound — as in
one of his early Indian stories, "Watches of the Night" [Plain Tales],
and as in that magnificent late London story, "Dayspring
Mishandled" [Limits and Renewals], where the moral, as so often, is
given in the accompanying poem, "Gertrude's Prayer" —
All evil thing returneth at the end,
Or elseway waiteth in our blood unseen —
that is, revenge destroys itself.
Yet in wartime he counts revenge absolutely legitimate, for example
as in "Sea Constables" [Debits and Credits] when the neutral captain
could not grasp the implications of refuelling German submarines:
"He thought this war was some sort of joke." Some unrelenting
cruelties are necessary in Kipling's view, even in peace, not only as
safety-valves but to teach that life cannot be fair — and to contest the
lack of realism he always found so dangerous in the English public
school view of life.
Do not pity — he felt — if this means postulating "fairness", for
there is no fairness. Sometimes a gentle boy on the edge of manhood
will purposely incur such "unfairness" in order to join men of
maturity. For example, the mouse incident in "Regulus" [A Diversity
of Creatures]: Winton, having "let loose a living mouse in the formroom ", is kept in and denied football; then beaten for not playing it.
Thus he knows he lives beneath the Law (which is by no means always
fair). He fabricates his own punishment so that he shall know what
fairness means, and so grow up.
What then is this Law? I do not think Kipling gives an answer
directly, or knew it. His craft is a metaphor for his answer. For him
there was one central mystery: the 'daemon' of artistic inspiration
which, following the romantics, he connects with childhood
imagination — the playground as a world, the journey as the Grand
Trunk Road. Usually this inspiration disappears with maturity. Kim
deliberately refuses the Woman of Shamlegh's kiss until "service has
been rendered" to the Lama. Even the artist must have the discipline
of craft (and this may be equivalent to good works). In "The Children
of the Zodiac" [Many Inventions], Leo comes to hate his singing, arid
Virgo tires of playing the tambourine, but "What does it matter," Leo
would say, "so long as the songs make them a little happier?" — and
a little less afraid.
Nevertheless, art is grace — has its own life, is its own game. Hence
the intense sportiveness, trickiness and ambiguity of Kipling's writing.
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Only in his greatest work, Kim, does he meet the problem head-on:
art's co-existence with maturity under the Law. For the rest, taking
Browning's voices first in poetry ("McAndrew's Hymn" and "The
'Mary Gloster' " ) , and then in prose in the last twenty years of his life,
and still speaking to a wide audience, Kipling produces ever more
complex personae.
It is these ever more complex, Browning-like, Audenesque
characters that have found much favour in the post-war academic
revival of Kipling's late stories. Some are superb — " 'They' "
[Traffics and Discoveries], "Friendly Brook" and "Mary Postgate"
[A Diversity of Creatures], "The Wish House", "The Eye of Allah"
and "The Gardener" [Debits and Credits] and "The Church that was
at Antioch" [Limits and Renewals]. But some, I think, turn into
crossword puzzles, that delight academic critics who would really
prefer to spend their days solving real crossword puzzles, but would be
ashamed to be seen doing so.
Kipling's final triumph, I believe, is the totality of the Indian work.
An India so vast and rich, the land of his birth, to which, after his
youthful reporting-times in Lahore and Allahabad from 1882 to 1889,
he never returned, save for a short visit in 1891/92. Only seven years,
to breed a novel of genius, many great poems, and over thirty of the
best short stories in the English language.
This India he never visited again — despite invitations to stay with
the Viceroy. India had been his centre as a wandering, independent,
yet very conscientious, overworked newspaper-reporter from sixteen to
twenty-three years of age. This inspiration lasted until after 1901 when
his long-projected novel Kim was published. Indirectly, it lasted all his
life.
British life in India was always, like Kipling's imaginative world,
precarious. In his own works, a shrewd English matron observes this
when witty, ambitious Mrs Hauksbee talks of setting up a salon in
Simla. Says Mrs Mallowe: "I see that you are going to make a mistake
... In two seasons your roomful would be scattered ... We are only little
bits of dirt on the hillsides — here one day and blown down the khud
the next." ["The Education of Otis Yeere", Wee Willie Winkie]
In his work, Kipling shows in variety every aspect of our walk across
the ice, and the penalty for those who fall through it. Above all, in
Kim, he shows the richness and joy of life — which make suicide not
only a cowardly evasion of discipline but a foolish refusal of the
wondrous delight of that walking-on-thin-ice which constitutes our
lives.
•
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H.M.S. KIPLING
by J.H. MCGIVERING
[In June 1991 (p. 54) we reported the death of Captain Sir Aubrey St Clair-Ford, Bt.,
D.S.O., who commanded the destroyer Kipling, and we promised a note about that ship.
Here it is. — Ed.]

She was a 'K' Class Destroyer, with six 4.7 inch guns and two
quintuple torpedo-tubes: the Class included Kelly, Kingston,
Kimberley, Kelvin, Kashmir, Khartoum and Kandahar.
She was launched from the Yarrow yard at Scotstoun on Clyde by
Kipling's daughter Mrs Elsie Bambridge on 19 January 1939 — an
event recorded in our Journal of March 1939. "In his speech...Sir
Harold Yarrow, Bt., said that a British ship could not have received a
more appropriate name...known in...every corner of the earth... In
reply Mrs. Bambridge said that...nothing would have given [her
father] more immense pride and pleasure than that a ship of the Royal
Navy would one day bear his name."
The Society presented Kipling with some silver items, a plaque of
Kipling, a set of his works, a dart-board and various knitted garments.
The ship's company gave us a boat-badge.
Some guarded reports of the ship's activities appeared in the
Journal during the war, but it was not until October 1946 that one of
her officers, Lieutenant Niall Robinson, D.S.C, the son of our then
Secretary, was able to address us on some of them [reported with
appreciation in our issue of December 1946].
Under the command of her first and only Captain, St Clair-Ford,
Kipling took part in several operations including the rescue of
Mountbatten and some of his ship's company when Kelly was sunk by
the Luftwaffe [Philip Ziegler's biography Mountbatten refers to St
Clair-Ford's "gallantry and consummate seamanship" in this
episode]; the sinking of a U-boat; and action in the second battle of
Sirte — the defence of a Malta convoy against a superior Italian force.
In May 1942 Kipling, in company with Jervis, Lively and Jackal, was
attacked by Junkers 88s while proceeding to intercept an enemy
convoy bound for Benghazi. Lively and Kipling were sunk; Jervis took
Jackal in tow, but was obliged to sink her and make for Alexandria
with survivors.
Some of the survivors and their families have held Reunions in
recent years. We have sent the Society's good wishes. Next year sees
the 50th anniversary of the sinking.
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WHY DID HE ADMIRE HER SO?
KIPLING AND JANE AUSTEN
by AUDREY M.D. ASHLEY
[Miss Ashley, an enthusiastic member of the Society for many years, has several times
been the invited speaker at our discussion meetings. Her talk on "Kipling and
Betjeman" (1978) was published in our issue of June 1980. Her very interesting papers
on "Kipling and the Bible" (1980) and on "Children's Responses to Kipling" (1983) are
in the Society's Library; it is a sign of the chronic congestion of good material in the files
of the Kipling Journal that in common with many such texts from our meetings they
have not been presented to a wider public. For precisely that reason, the attractively
rendered talk on Kipling and Jane Austen she gave to an appreciative audience in 1985
has waited until now to be published. Here it is at last, only slightly edited here and there
to adapt the spoken word to the greater formality of print.
A former Principal of the Sarum St Michael College of Education at Salisbury,
Wiltshire, Miss Ashley is retired, and lives in Eastbourne. — Ed.]

Jane lies in Winchester, blessèd be her shade!
Praise the Lord for making her, and her for all she made.
And, while the stones of Winchester — or Milsom Street — remain,
Glory, Love and Honour unto England's Jane!

[from "Jane's Marriage"]

There are probably many people in this Society who, besides knowing
far more about Kipling than I do, are also well qualified in what that
lovely lady of stage and television, Joyce Grenfell, used to call "Eng.
Lit.". If you are so qualified, you could have answered the question in
my title at once; whereas it has taken me a long time.
However, since my last speech to the Society I have carefully kept a
letter from that master of tactful persuasion, our [former] Meetings
Secretary Mr McGivering. "Many of our members", he wrote, "do
not realise that what they think and know can be of great interest to
other members — especially about their first steps in Kipling.'' That is
why you are getting some more of my rather slow steps.
My first venture into speaking about Kipling was some twelve years
ago when I was persuaded into it for the Salisbury Poetry Circle. My
volume of his verse was an early edition, and I wanted to use some of
the later verse so I bought the Definitive Edition, and discovered
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interesting poems that were new to me, like "The Holy War" (1917).
The first and last of its seven stanzas are:A tinker out of Bedford,
A vagrant oft in quod,
A private under Fairfax,
A minister of God —
Two hundred years and thirty
Ere Armageddon came
His single hand portrayed it,
And Bunyan was his name!
A pedlar from a hovel,
The lowest of the low —
The Father of the Novel,
Salvation's first Defoe —
Eight blinded generations
Ere Armageddon came,
He showed us how to meet it,
And Bunyan was his name!
I was not surprised that Kipling should have admired Bunyan, for
many writers have done so, including such favourites of mine as
Louisa M. Alcott and John Buchan; and if you have read the two
volumes of Kipling: Interviews and Recollections [ed. Harold Orel,
Macmillan, 1983] you may recall the charming account by Rupert
Croft-Cooke of his boyhood visit to Bateman's after he had sent
Kipling a copy of a little book of Sussex verses and had followed up its
courteous reception by asking for an interview. To this aspiring young
writer Kipling had said, "Go home and read Bunyan. Read the
Pilgrim's Progress half a dozen times before you try to write prose."
What had surprised me in that poem was the phrase, "Father of the
Novel". Prose style is one thing, and the construction of a novel is
another, and I had thought of Bunyan as an allegory-writer rather
than a novelist.
Literature is not my field, but I was a pupil for ten years at a school
where we all got a good grounding in the History of English
Literature, and I had been taught that the 'Fathers of the English
Novel' were that 18th-century trio, Richardson, Fielding and Smollett
— three men who had created fictitious characters (Richardson
women, the others men) and built up their books on these characters
and their adventures, deeds and misdeeds; and were novelists in a
sense I had not thought applicable to Bunyan. Soon I discovered two
of these novelists — Henry Fielding and Tobias Smollett — appearing
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in another poem by Kipling, and in an unexpected context. Here they
are, in exalted company, in the first verse of the poem that is the
reason for my title, "Jane's Marriage" [attached to the story "The
Janeites", in Debits and Credits — but the 3rd and 4th lines are the
amended text as in the Definitive Edition]:
Jane went to Paradise:
That was only fair.
Good Sir Walter followed her,
And armed her up the stair.
Henry and Tobias,
And Miguel of Spain,
Stood with Shakespeare at the top
To welcome Jane —
I have to admit that my acquaintance with the lady was
disgracefully slight. For my sixteenth birthday I had been given Pride
and Prejudice, which I dutifully read but did not then appreciate. And
in my last year at school I was in the annual play production, which
consisted of a double bill, John Redford's medieval morality play, Of
Wyt and Science, and a dramatised version of Jane Austen's early
book, Love and Friendship. My part was in the first, but I had to sit as
an understudy through rehearsals of the second; and I remember
thinking that the rhymed couplets of my part were much easier to
speak than Jane Austen's sentences. With that meagre background,
reading "Jane's Marriage" made me feel very ignorant.
But I was also surprised that Kipling — a much-travelled man,
journalist, member of a Freemasons' Lodge in India, commentator on
policies and conflicts in multi-racial territories, eager poet of the
mechanical age — should write in such an admiring way about a
writer so completely unlike himself —
Then the Three Archangels
Offered out of hand
Anything in Heaven's gift
That she might command.
Azrael's eyes upon her,
Raphael's wings above,
Michael's sword against her heart,
Jane said: "Love."
Instantly the understanding Seraphim
Laid their fingers on their lips
And went to look for him.
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Stole across the Zodiac,
Harnessed Charles's Wain,
And whispered round the Nebulae
"Who loved Jane?"
And he placed her in such exalted company: Cervantes, Scott and
Shakespeare! I asked myself, "Why did he admire her so? (Or didn't
he? Was she just useful material for a story, and for the verses that
Kipling liked to attach to his stories?)"
Now, when I have a question in mind about Kipling, my first step is
to go to Charles Carrington's biography, which I think is all the better
for being written by a historian, not a literary critic. Sure enough,
Carrington proved informative. Writing about Kipling's work in the
1920s, especially Debits and Credits, he refers to the Freemason
element in Kipling's life and stories, and gives space to "The
Janeites", calling it a "curiously involved story". He goes on, "In a
sense, of course, it is Kipling's tribute to the genius of Jane Austen (he
would never pass through Winchester without reflecting that, after
Stratford, it was the holiest place in England, for the sake of Jane
Austen and Izaak Walton)."
Very aware of my own ignorance, I looked into this a bit further,
consulting my useful reference book, George Sampson's Cambridge
Concise History of English Literature, 1941 edition. I knew from
Carrington that Sampson was one of those literary men who greatly
disliked Kipling; so first I re-read what Sampson had to say about
Kipling.
I quote: "Kipling is a puzzling case, because in spite of his
astonishing efficiency he was extraordinarily insensitive and
uncritical." And: "Admitting Kipling's open and manifest faults of
cocksureness, sapience and vaingloriousness, one cannot deny to him
a compelling mastery of narrative that rightly made him famous."
I went on to see what this authority had to say about the two writers
who made Winchester Cathedral sacred for Kipling. Sampson says
that Walton, who was not a prolific writer, was related by marriage to
two famous churchmen, Archbishop Cranmer and Bishop Ken, and
wrote their biographies in a gentle, uncritical way. "But the book that
has really given him a place in English Literature is The Compleat
Angler, or the Contemplative Man's Recreation (1653). It has been
read and loved by countless people who have never encountered fish
except at table. It is an exquisite book: there is no dullness,
no stagnation: the characters walk briskly, talk vigorously, angle,
eat and drink like cheerful men of the world. There is nothing ugly,
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vulgar or jarring."
I do not know if Kipling was himself an angler, but I can well
believe that the owner of Bateman's, the creator of Old Hobden,
might appreciate such as book.
Now for Sampson on Jane Austen, in a comment which may well
be a sideways swipe at Kipling. "It is absurd to claim too much for a
writer who claimed so little for herself. Jane would be the first to
ridicule the 'Janeites' who parade their admiration of her work as a
proof of peculiar superiority. The true lovers of Jane Austen are those
who do not advertise their devotion but are content to whisper 'Dear
Jane' as they pause by her grave in Winchester Cathedral."
That was written in about 1940. Kipling's "The Janeites" belongs
to the 1920s. There is a Jane Austen Society [founded in 1940] but it
does not call itself "The Janeites".
I realised that the sensible thing was to get to know Jane myself. My
work had taken me often to Winchester, and I had seen 6 College
Street, where she lodged for the last two months of her life; and some
items in the Museum; and her grave. (A Canon had told me of the
verger who asked the Dean in a perplexed voice, "Was there anything
special about this lady, Sir? So many people ask to see where she is
buried") Misled by the last verse of Kipling's poem, I had also looked
for Milsom Street, which is not in Winchester but in Bath.
Professional work had also taken me to Lyme Regis, where I had
seen the Cobb, and learned that in Persuasion a character named
Louisa Musgrove jumped from it into the arms of a Captain
Wentworth, who failed to catch her. I had not been told of any
tradition involving this naval captain in a romance with Jane. Yet
Kipling wrote —
In a private limbo
Where none had thought to look,
Sat a Hampshire gentleman
Reading of a book.
It was called Persuasion,
And it told the plain
Story of the love between
Him and Jane.
He heard the question
Circle Heaven through —
Closed the book and answered:
"I did —and do!"
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Quietly but speedily
(As Captain Wentworth moved)
Entered into Paradise
The man Jane loved!
Clearly, if I intended to answer my own question about Kipling's
admiration for Jane Austen, the next step was to fill this tremendous
gap in my knowledge — a good occupation for retirement. I started
with Persuasion, then worked through the rest. They need a bit of
quiet and leisure — not, for instance, reading in a train. I read Emma
in a friend's house in a quiet northern village, and Mansfield Park in
a European city where it is not advisable to go out at night. I forget
where I first read Sense and Sensibility, but I was in hospital when I
asked a visitor to get me Northanger Abbey. By the time I had read
them all twice, and seen Pride and Prejudice on television, I had
become a stalwart admirer.
I still asked myself why Kipling, upholder of his country's
worldwide power and responsibility, should have admired this young
woman who seldom left Hampshire (her furthest journeys being to
Oxford, Devon and London), and who lived through the French
Revolution and Napoleonic Wars but never mentioned them; and why
he put her in the company of Shakespeare and Scott. Also I still
wanted to know if he was right about Captain Wentworth.
I soon found why Scott was her escort. I quote from Michael
Hardwick [author of The Osprey Guide to Jane Austen, 1973]:
The influential Quarterly Review published in March 1816
contained a whole article devoted to her work: it is unsigned but
known to have been written by Walter Scott, the most famous
and admired of contemporary novelists. Though he praises the
novel Emma with some reservations, the general effect of the
article was gratifyingly respectful and warmly appreciative. His
admiration was to grow.
Hardwick adds this moving paragraph:
I think of Sir Walter in early 1826, harassed, financially wrecked
two months earlier, facing years of gargantuan labour which
would so contrast with Jane's easy-paced creativity, relaxing
briefly with his third reading of Pride and Prejudice and then
opening his journal to record the tribute of an avowed
professional to a determined amateur. "That young lady has a
talent for describing the involvements and feelings and

QUIETLY BUT SPEEDILY
A drawing by Hugh Thomson (1860-1920), a leading book illustrator of his day, for
chapter XXIII of an 1897 edition of Jane Austen's Persuasion. Captain Wentworth is
hastily but tacitly making Anne Elliot aware of the letter he has left for her among
papers on the desk. Though it was a disconcertingly hurried episode, "the work of an
instant", Anne recognised that "on the contents of that letter depended all which this
world could do for her".
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characters of ordinary life which to me is the most wonderful I
ever met with. The big bow-wow strain I can do myself like any
now going: but the exquisite touch which renders ordinary
commonplace things and characters interesting from the truth of
the description and the sentiment is denied to me. What a pity
such a gifted creature died so early.' '
So certainly Kipling had good grounds for making Walter Scott Jane's
escort into Paradise; and placing her in the company of earlier
novelists; and adding Cervantes for good measure.
I had got to this point in composing this paper when I came near to
tearing the whole thing up. Having acquired, as perhaps some of you
will have done, A Kipling Companion by Norman Page [Macmillan,
1984], I found, in the section called "Points of View", this
pronouncement by someone called Boris Ford: "On the whole,
Kipling despised women; but in one or two tales he is glad to use them
to vent feelings that he would be ashamed to attribute to a man, and
above all to describe as being possible to himself.' '
I just do not think it is true that he despised women. It does not fit
with his apparent ability to appreciate the fine, carefully portrayed
women characters of the Jane Austen novels, for example Elinor
Dashwood, Elizabeth Bennet or Anne Elliot; nor does it fit with his
kindly, courteous and appreciative comments to women writers, such
as I quoted in my last talk to this Society; nor with his moving last
letter to his oldest surviving woman relative; nor with many of his
poems.
In the end I decided not to be deflected from my theme of Kipling's
genuine appreciation of a writer utterly unlike himself, and I resumed
this paper — going on to consider whether Captain Wentworth was a
real character who had once been in love with Jane.
I went to a writer whom many regard as the authority: Lord David
Cecil, author of the widely acclaimed Portrait of Jane Austen (1978).
As President of the Jane Austen Society he has had access to all
surviving letters and to family traditions, and he does show that Jane
briefly experienced an affair of the heart. She and her beloved elder
sister Cassandra went in the summer of 1803 to stay at Sidmouth,
where they met a young gentleman who showed every sign of being
attracted to Jane. Nothing is known of him, not even his name,
though there is a tradition that he may have been a clergyman. Many
years later, Cassandra referred to Jane meeting someone "whose
charm of person, mind and manners was such that she thought him
worthy to possess and likely to win her sister's love".
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After about three weeks, at most, the young man had to leave
Sidmouth; but there was an understanding that he would soon return.
He did not, and after a while a letter came from his brother, telling
that he had suddenly died. No letters by Jane survive from this period.
A year or so later she did receive a proposal of marriage from the
son of family friends, a man younger than herself. She accepted, but
by the next morning had changed her mind, and the episode was
closed. It seems that the earlier experience was too strong for her to
accept another and younger suitor; no further romance, or hint of
one, is known. Whether the mature and poised Captain Wentworth of
Persuasion was in any way a portrait of the Sidmouth admirer no one
can say — but Kipling sympathetically assumed it might be so. I am
not convinced — partly because in 1803 an efficient naval officer was
more likely to be with his ship at sea than on holiday in Devon; but I
am ready to believe Jane experienced the beginning of a courtship
which she would have gladly accepted.
I had not yet found the answer to the question, "Why did he admire
her so?" She was the gentlest of 19th-century women novelists. The
Brontës were more passionate; George Eliot's range was much wider;
Mrs Gaskell in some novels expressed the turmoil of industrial
revolution. Jane seemed the one most unlike Kipling in personality
and temperament, in mental response to a changing environment. Was
it this contrast that appealed to him?
Then I took another look at the story to which "Jane's Wedding" is
attached. "One of those Freemasonry stories," I had told myself —
Freemasonry being something of which I was totally ignorant. But on
that long-ago Salisbury evening I had referred to Kipling's
membership of a Lodge in India, and used two or three poems which
reflected this. My comments being firmly based on Carrington, I had
probably sounded more knowledgeable than I felt: afterwards a dear
little lady crept up to me and said I had shown such appreciation of
Masonic membership, and did I know there were Ladies' Lodges, and
was I interested? I had evidently said something right about the
influence of Freemasonry on Kipling's verse. Now, long afterwards, it
has dawned on me that perhaps it was the sheer craftsmanship of Jane
Austen's writings that won his Mason's respect, then his affection.
I thought of my favourite among what I would call his 'Masonic'
verse:
When Earth's last picture is painted and the tubes are twisted
and dried,
When the oldest colours have faded, and the youngest critic has
died,
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We shall rest, and, faith, we shall need it — lie down for an aeon
or two,
Till the Master of All Good Workmen shall put us to work
anew.
And those that were good shall be happy: they shall sit in a
golden chair;
They shall splash at a ten-league canvas with brushes of comets'
hair.
They shall find real saints to draw from — Magdalene, Peter,
and Paul;
They shall work for an age at a sitting and never be tired at all!
And only The Master shall praise us, and only The Master shall
blame;
And no one shall work for money, and no one shall work for
fame,
But each for the joy of the working, and each, in his separate
star,
Shall draw the Thing as he sees It for the God of Things as They
are!
If Kipling so greatly admired the goodness and skill of Jane Austen,
and delighted in her craftsmanship, surely some learned critic would
have pointed this out: to my delight and relief I found one who had —
W.L. Renwick, whose obituary lecture of 1936, "Re-reading Kipling",
is among the essays in Kipling's Mind and Art [ed. Andrew
Rutherford, Oliver & Boyd, 1964]. Renwick writes that Kipling's
"trade was not soldiering or engineering, but story-telling. He was
interested in the making of things because he was a maker himself, a
talesmith, a technician. It is through that unity of spirit that in spite of
his masculinity he could appreciate Jane Austen."
One of my retired fellow-Principals has a doctorate in "Eng. Lit.".
Recently on the telephone I asked him, out of the blue, "Why did
Kipling admire Jane Austen so much?" He instantly replied,
"Because he could recognise her genius," — producing in two seconds
the answer I had arrived at after twelve years.
When at our Annual Luncheons we have drunk our Toast — 'The
Unfading Genius of Rudyard Kipling', I have reflected with pleasure
that it is to him I owe my own late-in-life discovery and enjoyment of
the unfading genius of Jane Austen.
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WHAT 'ROLLED THE STONE AWAY'?
"THE GARDENER" RECONSIDERED
by CHRISTOPHER MORRIS

[The historian Christopher Morris, who has been for sixty years a highly respected
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and who is a member of our Society, was the
author of "Cowardly New World", a perceptive study of Kipling's science fiction that
we published in December 1990; I need not duplicate here my biographical note about
him in the preface to that article.
However, having hinted then that there might be another piece to come, I am glad to
be able to present it now: a fresh look at aspects of that austere but moving story in
Debits and Credits, "The Gardener". — Ed.]

During nine evenings, from 14 March to 22 March 1925, while
travelling from Rouen to Lourdes, Kipling composed a story. It gave
him, he wrote to Rider Haggard, "something to do at the day's end";
and despite its brevity, he thought that "it may amount to
something". 1 That it does so is widely agreed by the commentators.
But there is wide disagreement as to what actually happens at the
climax of the story.
The climax, the turning-point, must be distinguished from the
dénouement, the appearance in the cemetery of the man mistaken for
the gardener. The climax is what led up to the occurrence. It is the
previous night's dialogue between Helen Turrell, the story's heroine,
and Mrs Scarsworth, the tiresome woman who had got on Helen's
nerves. And on this, Kipling has pushed economy of statement almost
to the point of being enigmatic. Not for the first time, he may have
been too lavish with the Indian ink he employed to blot out
redundancies.
But first, it is necessary to summarise the story — no simple task,
since Kipling has already omitted from it all non-essentials.
Helen Turrell, unmarried, "thirty-five and independent", very
much a gentlewoman, has had an illegitimate son. She has an inbred
dislike of humbug or dishonesty, being "as open as the day" and
holding that "scandals are only increased by hushing them up". It is
hinted in the story's opening sentence that "every one in the village
knew". But Helen has shied from facing this. The demands of
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respectability have proved too great for her, and she "did her duty by
all her world". In other words, she accepted the conventions of her
class and milieu. So she brought up the boy Michael as her nephew,
acknowledging his illegitimacy but laying it at the door of an allegedly
profligate deceased brother.
With consummate skill Kipling has ensured that the first-time
reader accepts this version of events until the last paragraph —
although a second reading will disclose numerous clues pointing to the
truth.
The cost of the official version to Helen's thwarted maternal
emotions is high. The boy himself rejects her suggestion that in private
he might call her 'Mummy', having realised, probably through
servants' gossip, that "his civil status was not quite regular". Indeed
a little later he accepts his status quite readily, and even takes some
pride in his kinship with the bastards he has met in History and in
Shakespeare.
Michael's reputed mother was supposedly the daughter of a retired
non-commissioned officer; and when war breaks out Michael,
suggests enlisting as a private, claiming that "it's in the family". Helen
cannot refrain from saying, "You don't mean to tell me that you
believed that old story all this time? ' ' But she cannot bring herself to
tell the whole story, once again repressing her maternal instincts.
In due course Michael is killed by a stray shell, and his body is
buried by another shell, "so neatly", says Kipling with one of the
subtlest examples of his use of double entendre, "that none but an
expert would have guessed that anything unpleasant had happened' '.
Michael is reported 'missing' for a long agonising time; and Helen
cannot even allow herself to join her tears to those of the
postmistress's little girl who brings the telegram. Over many months
Helen becomes reconciled to being "manufactured into a bereaved
next of kin". But the outside world did not any longer "concern her —
in no way or relation did it touch her", though she gradually learnt to
overcome "her physical loathing of the living".
All this is clearly an echo of Kipling's own bereavement. His son
John, killed at Loos in 1915, was for several years reported 'missing'.
Moreover, according to Kipling's daughter Mrs Bambridge, the loss
was borne by her parents with a stoical reticence, "perhaps too silently
for their own good". 2
Eventually Michael's body, unlike John Kipling's, is "found,
identified, and re-interred" in a Belgian war cemetery. Helen is
induced to go there, like so many others who had been persuaded
"that there was an altar upon earth where they might lay their love".
In the grotty "board and tar-paper shed" that does duty for an office,
her taut nerves are further strained when a large, hysterical Lancashire
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woman finds that her son cannot be identified, having enlisted under
the false name of Smith; she proceeds to collapse on Helen's breast.
Tea in a crowded and no less sordid tea-room carries Helen "still
further into the nightmare". There she is buttonholed by a Mrs
Scarsworth, a vulgar, brassy woman whom Helen cannot shake off.
The woman says she is commissioned to photograph graves for
relatives who cannot come in person. But eventually she blurts out
that this is only an excuse. There was one, she says, who "ought to
have been nothing to me. But he was. He is.'' She tells Helen this
because she is ''so tired of lying", and wants "to be honest with some
one before I go".
Helen still finds Mrs Scarsworth's personality grating. She has
almost lifted her hands "to keep her off". But Helen has to recognise
that they are sisters under their skins. She could hardly fail to do so
when the woman says, "You don't know what that means. He was
everything to me that he oughtn't to have been — the one real thing —
the only thing that ever happened to me in all my life; and I've had to
pretend that he wasn't. I've had to watch every word I said, and think
out what lie I'd tell next, for years and years!" Helen has in fact
endured the same suffering in silence for even longer than Mrs
Scarsworth.
"Do you understand?" says Mrs Scarsworth. "It doesn't matter
about me. I was never truthful, even as a girl. But it isn't worthy of
him. So — so I — I had to tell you. I can't keep it up any longer. Oh,
I can't!"
Helen "reached forward", caught the woman's joined hands,
"bowed her head over them, and murmured: 'Oh, my dear! My
dear!' " Mrs Scarsworth is puzzled. "My God !" she says. "Is that
how you take it?" Helen "could not speak, and the woman went out."
We must now ask ourselves what has happened. The critics seem
surprisingly uncertain, or even oblivious. In the first place, several who
touch on or discuss the story, with varying degrees of perspicacity,
have seen no reason to mention Mrs Scarsworth at all, still less to note
any connection of the episode with what follows.3 Bernard Bergonzi,
though providing some brief but acute comments on the story's
conclusion, glances at the intrusion of a "hysterical woman", but only
to say that Helen is "deeply disturbed" by it.4 Sir Angus Wilson, who
was clearly not at ease with "The Gardener", dealt very summarily
with Mrs Scarsworth and saw no connection between her and the
story's finale, which in his view struck a false note, and which he even
called a cliché.5
Other critics, including the most sensitive and penetrating, have
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been seriously concerned with Mrs Scarsworth but have reached very
diverse conclusions as to what actually passes between her and Helen.
For Philip Mason, Helen's words and gesture are perfectly sincere but
Mrs Scarsworth, believing her to be shocked, cannot accept them. 6
For WAV. Robson, Mrs Scarsworth is "simply repelled by Helen's
apparent coldness and lack of sympathy". 7 For Sandra Kemp, Mrs
Scarsworth's own love is so "self-centred, even superficial" that it
"cannot be shared or alleviated by Helen's instinctive sympathy". 8
Did Ms Kemp find it symbolic that the grave that Mrs Scarsworth
visits is in the 'Sugar Factory'? On the other hand, for J.I.M. Stewart,
Mrs Scarsworth is "obscurely repelled" by Helen's "insincerity" and
therefore "repulses her"; 9 while for Elliot Gilbert, Helen can only
offer Mrs Scarsworth "not the understanding and compassion which
her own experience should have made possible, but instead, a
repellent, conventional gesture".10 And for the admirable and muchlamented Professor Tompkins, "Helen's gesture of sympathy and
avowal is useless to both of them" — nor, once again, is it seen to have
any bearing on the sequel.11
All this constitutes a formidable cloud of witnesses for the
prosecution of one or both of the two women. But, we may ask, have
not some at least of these critics read either too much or too little into
the text? It is possible that simple explanations may cover the ground.
Counsel for the defence might make two submissions. First, that the
words, "Oh, my dear! My dear!" scarcely have the ring of insincerity.
The words admittedly are few. But in view of Helen's upbringing, of
her long years of reticence, of having to be buttoned up, and of her
now tortured nerves, we could hardly expect her to be gushing.
Nevertheless she has come quite near to 'owning up' and to 'letting her
hair down'. She has broken through an emotional blockage and, no
less, a class barrier. It is almost as if, to the best of her limited ability,
she has recognised and obeyed Forster's injunction, "Only connect".
Defending counsel might also submit that Mrs Scarsworth's
response — "Is that how you take it?" — cannot easily be interpreted
as anything other than "Do you really mean that you are not
shocked?" That she leaves the room abruptly may mean that she has
reached the end of her tether, that she is simply overcome with
emotion and gratitude and is at a loss, perhaps, to find the right,
unstilted words. Or it may perhaps be due to some latent sensibility.
She has had her reward and does not want to embarrass Helen further.
She may even be feeling a certain sense of relief or absolution. There
seems no convincing reason to find "insincerity", still less "rejection",
in what either woman says or does.
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It would seem that Helen, too, has earned her reward. She has
reached out in genuine compassion, across emotional and social
chasms, to a fellow-sufferer. What follows can hardly be an accident;
for happenings, even miraculous happenings, are unlikely to be wholly
causeless.
Helen goes to the cemetery on the following morning and is
appalled by its "merciless sea of black crosses". She wonders "by
what guidance she should ever come to her own". The mercy and the
guidance are suddenly provided. A man apparently attending to some
plants looks at her "with infinite compassion" and says, "Come with
me, and I will show you where your son lies."
Although Helen supposes the man to be the gardener it is evident
that she experiences some kind of catharsis. Someone has at last
referred to Michael as her "son"; and she has at last found that "altar
upon earth" where she might lay her love. The appended poem ["The
Burden"] makes it abundantly clear that for this Magdalene the stone,
for one hour at least, has been rolled away. Possibly the redemption
may last even longer, for the supposed gardener is occupied, perhaps
symbolically, in "firming a young plant", that is, in giving tender
shoots a chance to grow. That she supposes the man to be the
gardener is neither here nor there, except insofar as it reminds us of
Helen's kinship with that earlier sinner.
Kipling may have intended a cross-reference to another story in the
same volume — "On the Gate". There, a hospital nurse whose
'civilian' record hints at a somewhat easy virtue is let into heaven
under the 'Ruling', Quia multum amavit. In any case, Kipling almost
certainly knew Henry Kingsley's poem, long popular with late
Victorians, which begins:
Magdalen at Michael's gate
Twirlèd at the pin;
On Joseph's thorn sang the blackbird,
'Let her in! Let her in!'
And the poem ends:
When he had sung himself to sleep,
And night did begin,
One came and open'd Michael's gate,
And Magdalen went in.
The commentators, without exception, appear oblivious to any
causative connection between the Uncovenanted mercy extended to
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Helen and her own previous gesture towards Mrs Scarsworth. They are
almost unanimous, too, on certain other points. Nearly all of them,
sadly, find it necessary to tell the modern reader that the last words of
the story are a quotation from St John's Gospel,12 information which
in 1926 few of Kipling's readers would have needed. There is also a
general agreement that what finally takes place is something
supernatural, in fact a miracle. The gardener is indubitably Jesus
Christ; and we are not left to form our own opinion of the matter. But
several of the critics are embarrassed or uncomfortable over this.13 It
was a period when mythology was much in vogue, so long as it was
pagan. Kipling's own Puck was acceptable, as was the Great God Pan
of Forster and of several others, including Kenneth Grahame.14 But a
colder welcome was accorded to Jesus Christ, and the welcome has
not grown warmer since.
It is, however, worth remembering something that readers of "The
Church that was in Antioch" [Limits and Renewals] will know.
Kipling could be interested in the implications that arise when a
Christian virtue, forgiveness, is exercised in a non-Christian context.
Perhaps Helen Turrell has her counterpart in Valens, the young
Roman prototype of Bobby Wicks,15 who draws his ethics from
Mithraism and yet forgives his murderer, thereby convincing the
apostle Petrus that Valens has no need of baptism "to certify him to
any God".
The critics at any rate, no doubt with some reluctance, were acute
enough to see that if the gardener is not Jesus Christ awkward or even
flippant questions must arise — all of them beneath the dignity of
such a story. Why do the Belgians employ an English gardener? Or, if
he is a Belgian, why does he speak such good Biblical English? How
has he learnt that Michael is not Helen's nephew? Or was 'son' for
'nephew' a mere slip of the tongue? Besides, inappropriate
comparisons might arise between Kipling's gardener and the
gamekeepers who are used to cut some very different knots by two of
Kipling's most admired contemporaries.
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MY SEARCH FOR
THE RIVER OF THE ARROW
by L.A. CROZIER

[Mr Crozier, who was born in Australia in 1913 and is Vice-President of our Melbourne
branch, has had an interesting career, outlined in our preface to his last major article,
"The Pagoda" (September 1981). After schooling in Australia, Burma, France and
England, and attending London and Melbourne Universities and Kalgoorlie School of
Mines, he spent 25 years as a mining engineer in Asia, Africa and South America; was
then for many years an aid co-ordinator in South-East Asia; then Administrator for
South Asia of an aid society; then Trustee of the Community Assistance & Rural
Development Trust — whose Indian village work he eloquently advertised in our March
1984 number.
His travels in peace and war were often adventurous — he has encountered Burmese
bandits, Bolivian rioters, Malayan insurgents, Vietnamese guerillas. The following
article is about some less fraught experiences in 1976 during a visit to India. He knows
the sub-continent well: it holds a special place in his affections, and he is one for whom
Kim, re-read annually since boyhood, is particularly evocative.
Discussing this article with me in 1984, he accepted that readers might jib at his "little
rationalisation" towards the end — namely that Kipling had made it hard to verify the
geographical location of the Lama's successful quest. However he found support for this
idea in R.L. Green's article, "Mowgli's Jungle" (September 1983), where it is argued that
certain anomalies regarding the whereabouts of Mowgli's adventures stem from
Kipling's "conscious attempt to disguise the real location". Mr Crozier's account of his
own quest is an entertaining blend of the practical and the hypothetical — Ed.]

As all who have read Kim will recall, the Lama spent the last years of
his life looking for the River which, according to legend, had burst
forth when an arrow, shot by the Lord Buddha in a trial of strength
before his Enlightenment, fell to earth. This River had the quality of
cleaning all taint of sin from those who bathed in it, and ensuring
their soul's entry at death into Nibban — Nirvana — without need of
more incarnations.
The Lama found the River on the property of the son-in-law of the
old Rajput lady, the Sahiba: a farm described in chapter XV as
"behind Saharunpore". He was as glad for Kim's sake as for his own;
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the ending of Kim, as touching and perfect as it could well be, never
fails to move me.
So in 1976, when I spent three months in India with the intention of
seeking out as many of Kipling's haunts as possible, I was determined
to look at that area and find the four villages mentioned in chapter
XII — "Aminabad, Sahaigunge, Akrola of the Ford, and little
Phulesa" — through which Kim and the Lama had journeyed. In
Lahore, Bikanir and Jodhpur I had found many things just as Kipling
described them in Kim, so I went to Saharanpur with high hopes of
finding the villages, if not the River.
Saharanpur, a town of about 190,000 inhabitants, is not on the
tourists' beaten track: I could find out nothing about it in Delhi, not
even if there were hotels. Launching into the void with no firm plans,
which added to what I think of as my "travel panic", I booked a seat
on the train, turned up at the station an hour in advance, settled into
my seat and — the train immediately started. (The booking clerk had
omitted to say we went from two Delhi stations: the time he had given
me was for the second.)
Arriving at Saharanpur, and noting the "dewy bougainvillea-trellis
near the platform" mentioned by Kipling (where the Lama had said
his prayers "in ample form"), I went to the stationmaster's office and
found the incumbent, Mr H.D. Sharma, pleasant and helpful. He said
that the local Dak Bungalow was temporarily unavailable but that I
could stay at the Punjab Hotel and Bar, barely 200 yards from the
station. He gave me a cup of tea, we talked about Australia, and I left,
a porter carrying my baggage ahead of me.
The Punjab Hotel and Bar was not one of the world's great
caravanserais, but it didn't charge as much. A single room was Rs. 12
a day, less than £1, exclusive of food. (To my happy surprise I found
the menu in the dining room was six pages long: you could have
anything, provided it was one of the two or three dishes they had
decided to prepare that day.) It was pleasant. My room bearer, a Sikh,
Gian Singh, appointed himself my personal servant and looked after
me well for a small honorarium.
Opposite the hotel, across the tree-lined street, was a colony of
street-dwellers, perhaps a couple of hundred: some lived in tattered
tents, others rolled themselves in ragged cloths at night, sleeping in the
open. All went into the town by day to beg, and returned at night, lit
their little cooking fires and set up a shrill chatter. It combined with
the chirping of thousands of mynahs roosting in the trees, to form a
loud but not unpleasant noise which died away when darkness fell.
I got into the habit of having breakfast in the little front garden of
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the hotel — a lawn, flower beds and three citronella eucalypts. It was
mid-April and, as Kipling said in chapter XII, "Early morning
Saharunpore-way is clean and well-scented."
After breakfast on the first morning I set out on my quest. I decided
to get a map of the area and locate the four villages, so I went to the
bazaar to find a shop selling maps. This was not easy though the
shop-keepers were eager to help. I eventually found a large map
printed in Devanagari, Hindi script, which fortunately I can read. But
even with the enthusiastic assistance of the shop-keeper I was unable
to find any trace of Aminabad, Sahaigunge, Akrola of the Ford or
little Phulesa.
I realised later I had pushed my luck asking openly for maps in
1976, so shortly after the war with Pakistan: they were items thought
to be of use to an enemy. In the end I managed to get a better map of
the area, showing the Saharanpur district quite clearly, by
photographing a large tourist map on the wall of a hotel in Lucknow.
The helpful shop-keeper suggested I should try the District Board,
seat of local government; but it was late by the time I had finished in
the bazaar, and I decided to go to Police Headquarters first. The
police were polite, but no one had heard of the villages, no map was
forthcoming, and I left.
Next morning I located the District Board and talked with a couple
of clerks. Though willing to help, they could tell me nothing, and I
was about to leave and try Public Works when a jeep drew up outside
and a well dressed man got out. I was told he was in charge of
Planning and could probably help. I promptly sent in my visiting card
and was asked into his office.
Mr Raza Hasnain, Additional Magistrate (Planning), was
interested, and though he could do nothing for me at that moment as
he was extremely busy, he gave me his telephone number and asked me
to call him at home that evening to make an appointment for the
following day.
In the afternoon I strolled through the town for a while, then took
a cycle-propelled rickshaw and drove out on the Doon road. I was
quite elated when we came to a fork in the road with a big tree and a
small temple; Kim had one day been "lying out under a big tree at the
fork of the Doon road". However I later realised that he and the Lama
had been travelling for some days, anything between 10 and 20 miles
from Saharunpur, when they sat down at the fork in the road, so that
was not the one. The branch road there goes to Chakrata, a small hill
resort. (When I got my map, I found another fork about 12 miles out
of town, where the side road goes from a village called Eatchrir to
Roorkee and Manglaur — Roorkee being on the railway linking
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Saharanpur, Laksar and Dehra Dun.)
Next morning at the appointed time I was in Mr Hasnain's office. I
told him I was looking for four villages mentioned in Kim. He smiled
with pleasure and said he was a graduate in English and had lectured
at the University of Delhi. He was interested in literary research, and
prepared to help as much as he could. Calling in his entire office staff,
he asked if any of them had heard of those villages: no one had, and
he instructed them to search the records.
Nothing came of that, but Mr Hasnain was not discouraged. He
said that periodically there was a 'settlement' in that area: records of
villages were checked, and if any of them had been abandoned or had
stopped providing revenue they were deleted. "You see," he said, "they
may just have disappeared." He turned to his staff and told them to go
back through the old records. That was very kind, and I told him so.
He asked where else I had been, and when I told him of my stay in
Lahore he asked if I had seen Zam-Zammah. He also said Philip
Mason had just published a biography [Kipling: The Glass, the
Shadow and the Fire, Cape, 1975]. But he seemed a very busy man so
I took my leave, promising to telephone him again.
I was back at the hotel when two of his staff, Mr T.K. Harit and Mr
Nisar Amad, came in. They had found nothing in the old records, but
asked if they could see the passages in the book referring to the
villages. I showed them the part in chapter XII: "So they travelled very
easily across and among the broad bloomful fruit-gardens ... the
line of the Siwaliks always to the north, and behind them again the
snows..."
They became interested in the story and I had to give them a résumé
and explain why the Lama was in Saharanpur. They asked for relevant
dates; I said the book was written in 1901 but Kipling had been in
India from 1882 to 1889. They said the first four 'settlements' had
been in 1867, 1883, 1896 and 1917. It would be necessary to go back to
between the second and third, to see if the villages had existed then,
and had their names changed or been wiped off the records. I
apologised for the trouble I was giving them, but they protested that it
was an interesting problem and they were glad to have something
different to do.
In the afternoon, one of them returned with yet another staff man,
Mr B.S. Misra, who was also interested. We went over the story again.
Mr Misra wondered if the villages could have been out of Saharanpur
district and in the Doon one — which we agreed was possible though
not according to the text. He said he would check: I gave him my
address and begged him to let me know, even if the result was negative.
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I later tried to telephone Mr Hasnain but he was not in his office,
and his home number was out of order. A day passed without further
word. I had to conclude that the search had been unsuccessful.
Frustration. No villages; no indication where the son-in-law's farm
had been; no idea where the River flowed. Perhaps Kipling had made
it all up.
Next evening, I was saying glumly to myself, "All worthless — all
worthless," like the Jat's child in chapter XI, when I wondered if a
little rationalisation could help.
Kipling had written nothing detailed about Saharanpur district: in
Kim he had mistakenly said it consisted of "fruit-gardens" when in
fact it is a wheat-growing area. So far as I knew, he had only
once driven through it, from the station to Dehra Dun and thence to
Mussoorie, on his last visit to Simla. Strange, when so many other
places in the book were described in detail, and mostly accurately.
Perhaps he had spent time in Saharanpur; and chosen not to write
about it; and suppressed his knowledge of the area. Why? Reluctance
to disclose to the public at large the existence of the River of the Arrow
— for fear of drawing crowds, upsetting the peaceful atmosphere,
turning it into a resort. But he would still put in clues for the devoted
seeker, while deliberately changing village names, to mystify hoi
polloi...
He left three clues — fixed points by which the position of the farm
can be calculated. These are:
1. At a point not far from the fork in the road, perhaps a few
miles past it, the "white-whiskered servitor — a lean, dry
Oorya" who had "shuffled across the crop-land, bearing a
basket of fruits" — caught up with them in chapter XII and
begged them to come and see the Sahiba. From there it was
"eleven miles through the fields in two days", to the farm.
2. When they came back from the Hills in chapter XV — the
Lama in the dooli until they left it at ''the edge of the Doon,
Mussoorie well behind them and the Plains spread out in golden
dust before" — they must have passed Dehra Dun itself. They
would have been on the Dehra Dun to Saharanpur road when
the Sahiba's "pet palanquin sent twenty miles" arrived in the
charge of the same old Oorya. They then went to the farm,
which was therefore 20 miles from a point on "the edge of the
Doon" — which we can take as where the road cuts the
boundary between the two districts.
3. The third point is more complicated to fix. When Hurree

SAHARANPUR AND SURROUNDING REGION
Though approximately to scale, this sketch-map is merely a diagrammatic explanation
of topographical points made by Mr Crozier in his accompanying article about a visit to
Saharanpur and research into the likely whereabouts of the Sahiba's farm in Kim.
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Chunder Mookerjee had taken the papers and the murasla from
Kim in chapter XV, he said, "Now good-bye, Mister O'Hara. I
can catch 4.25 P.M. to Umballa if I am quick." We don't know
the exact time he left the farm, but seeing that Kim then went for
a walk and slept for "hour upon hour", waking towards
evening, we may assume the conversation took place shortly
after midday. If the Babu left at 2 p.m. he would have 2½ hours
to reach the station. He might walk; perhaps he could get a
tonga; say the distance was 8 miles. The only station would be
Saharanpur: according to Carrington the line to Roorkee had
not yet been built. So there is another fixed point: the farm was
8 miles from Saharanpur station.
If I had had an accurate map I could have scaled off the distance
and marked the farm. I had not, but I had faith. And of course I was
right. When I obtained the map in Lucknow I scaled off the distances
without difficulty, and marked the site of the farm with a cross, as in
the accompanying reproduction. But I could not go myself and verify
everything, and perhaps take a dip in the River.
There is indeed a stream near the site. A little river rises near the
farm and flows south, crossing the Saharanpur to Roorkee road. In
Kim it is referred to as a "brook", which is all it would be at that
stage.
The Ganges is only a few miles east of our River — though the
latter seems to flow into the Yamuna (Jumna). The Ganges, we all
know, is sacred. To those who doubt the logic of this dissertation and
the locating of the River of the Arrow, I would say that it is as easy to
believe in two sacred rivers as in one.

Kim: an illustration by C. Fouqueray in a French edition of the novel (1933).
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STALKY IN HUNGARY
"FELICITOUSLY EXOTIC", AND
'AN AFFIRMATION OF FREEDOM"
by PIROSKA SZÁNTÓ

[One of our members, Patrick Leigh Fermor — author of a string of vivid and
distinguished books, including A Time of Gifts and Between the Woods and the Water
describing his epic journey across Europe as a young man in the 1930s — drew my
attention to a charming article "Stalky in a Hungarian Convent" by Piroska Szántó, in
the Spring 1991 number of a high-quality English-language magazine published in
Budapest, the New Hungarian Quarterly.
He suggested, if I were interested in reproducing any of it, I should write to his friend
Rudolf Fischer, on the editorial staff of the magazine, to ask permission. I duly wrote,
and received a courteous reply readily conveying approval on behalf of the Editor,
Miklós Vajda. Mr Fischer added the appealing thought that possibly "Severus" in the
narrative would prove to be one of our members and recognise himself.
Piroska Szántó, a painter and illustrator, and author of a volume of memoirs, is the
wife of the poet István Vas, ("Pista", below).
I am grateful for permission to bring this attractive autobiographical fragment (which
I have very slightly abbreviated) to our readers' notice: grateful too to Mr Leigh Fermor
for spotting it and thinking of us: he rightly comments that it is the sort of revelation
that would have fascinated Kipling himself — calling to mind "The Janeites". — Ed.]

Unexpectedly the sun came out in Cambridge, going out of its way to
do us this favour. On the Channel, a black sky had hung over the
black water, the small ferry had bobbed up and down, the passengers
throwing up right and left. But we had been so much engrossed in the
perfect five o'clock tea served aboard that we hadn't noticed what a
rough passage we were having. "You're very good sailors," a seaman
remarked as he swayed past us.
From Dover to London the rain had drizzled down; we had been
welcomed by the famous fog in London — and by a fabulous hotel
called St Ermin's, overlooking Green Park. In Brighton the greyish sea
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had been frothing over the lovely grey pebbles, as around young
Dombey's bathing-machine of old. In Oxford, cruel gusts tugged at
the bags slung across the dons' and undergraduates' shoulders.
In May 1959, after those awful years, we were guests of the British
Government, the first Hungarian guests, in consideration of Pista's
output of translations from English — all the way from Thackeray to
Eliot, including half a dozen of Shakespeare's plays. And now the sun
shone in Cambridge, as brightly as the golden daffodils in flower on
the frightfully green lawn, splashed over the slope leading to the
frightfully blue Cam.
I only wished one of the dons hadn't been so bored with me, as we
were sitting on a table-sized terrace by the buttressed walls of Trinity.
I couldn't make out his name, and called him Severus to myself —
that's what it sounded like anyway. There was no trouble with the
other don; he'd shown Pista the name of Ferenc Békássy among the
Cambridge undergraduates who had fallen during the Great War, and
no matter how low Pista tried to bow his head, the inquisitive sun
made the tears twinkle in his eyes, and the don could only
energetically clear his throat and offer an aperitif before dinner.
Severus, however, did not let go; once saddled with her he insisted
on conversation with this female barbarian.
'' Lovely weather.' '
"Yes, certainly," I said drily, with an atrocious accent.
Severus racked his brain in desperation. "Your husband is much
taken up with English Literature; would you be interested in it too?"
What could I say? I was still shy about speaking English. Anyway it
is bad form; he wouldn't believe David Copperfield, Rebecca Sharp,
Emily, Shakespeare and Donne, St Joan and Burbank crossing a little
bridge, and the crystal mirror that cracked ...
"Well, er," I made an effort at speaking at last, "I was deeply
impressed by an English children's book when I was a little girl."
"It must have been The Prince and the Pauper".
"No. Kipling. Stalky & Co."
Severus looked incredulity incarnate. His eyes contracted, becoming
as small as if he were looking at a beetle. And that's what he was
looking at.
"You see, I was Beetle. And I called two of my friends Stalky and
M'Turk, and we tried to act their parts. Only we transferred Stalky &
Co's college to a Hungarian convent. It wasn't an easy thing to do but
we managed as best we could. Sister Inviolata was King."
Severus was bowled over, yet I could see he thought I must have
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learnt a few English book titles by heart on coming on a visit with my
husband.
"But that's a very difficult text. School slang. And it's full of Latin
tags."
"I read it in Hungarian translation. And we did learn some Latin at
school."
"It has been translated into Hungarian, has it? When?"
"It was translated by Marcell Benedek, I don't know when. It was
called Három kópé ("Three Rogues"). I read it at the end of the
twenties and loved it. Mr Prout, the housemaster ... and King ... and
Foxy, the school Sergeant... and Tulke ..."
Severus exploded. He slammed down his pipe and all his
angularities swung into motion. "Oh, but that's wonderful.
Wonderful! And you remembering all of them."
"And you? You remember too, don't you? When Rabbit's-Eggs
pelted King?"
"Oh yes, oh yes, he did pelt him, didn't he?"
"And whose blood did Beetle drip on the Latin prep?"
"Just a minute, let me see, Mrs Vas!"
But I did not wait, and triumphantly and unmanneredly beat him
to it. "Little Manders' blood. Correct me if I'm wrong."
At that moment all the floodgates burst. Severus was rolling with
laughter; he pulled his chair closer to mine and raised his glass, only to
shake it in agitation without drinking.
"Sefton and Campbell! Um, Campbell and Sefton!"
' 'They shaved them ! ' '
We guffawed with abandon and took the words out of each other's
mouths.
"A cat may also look at a king."
"Room Five. The headmaster didn't get diphtheria."
"Stinker! Yah! Stinker!"
"Dolabella! Dolabella! Dolabella!"
"Ti-ra-la-la-i-tu! I gloat! Hear me!"
We looked at each other in disbelief. Where has Cambridge gone?
Two school kids are raving in delight, in a shared ecstasy of elation;
then Severus pulled himself up and suddenly came to his senses. He
stood up, and said solemnly, "Beetle, my boy. I'm a Celt. I'm
M'Turk.'"
"Oh, Turkey! How nice to have found you! It was you, wasn't it,
who arranged things with Colonel Dabney? With the vixen?"
"And Foxy too! " Severus shouted like a man inspired.
Pista and the other don looked on in bewilderment.
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"Your wife and my colleague must have gone to the same school."
"I shouldn't think so," smiled Pista. "But Kipling was also one of
my favourites. And I was quite surprised to find that it was one of
Piroska's too."
Yes, it was one of the books I loved best. When I first read it at the
age of thirteen, it was like a strange wind blowing in my face,
compared to which all the jungle stories, Red Indian books and even
The Count of Monte Cristo seemed well-trodden, familiar ground. It
was marvellous fun, every adventure of those three boys — no, they
weren't "heroic" adventures but a rejection of the pretentiousness and
folly that threatened their freedom and joy of living. Such pettyminded pompous figures had to have jokes played on them, had to be
taught a lesson — but lightly, without any bones being broken. God
forbid, they don't do it themselves, but enlist allies by resorting to
tricks: it is the local carrier who pelts the old fogey of a housemaster,
the boys only give him an opportunity.
But of course it wouldn't be worthy of Study Five if they kept in the
background all the time. They do come out in the open, helmet with
visor up, as moral reformers, according to the simple and sensible laws
of the jungle: let the punishment fit the crime. If two hefty chaps do
not stop bullying some little fag they give him a taste of what it means
to be at the mercy of impulsive, oppressive authority. They talk the big
boys out of it but of course in oratio obliqua because, as Stalky
admits, he values it higher than oratio recta.
They will take fierce revenge on any pretension, servility or
aggressive stupidity; the clumsy prefect is kissed in the street by a
strapping Devon maid — who would dare to charge with complicity
the three boys who watch from behind a window, helpless with
laughter, and cavalierly reward the innocent girl, (whom the nambypamby sixth-former fails to kiss back — as if he were "no Colleger",
says the girl)?
In the meantime the wind blows from the sea, foxes and pheasants
lurk in the furze, and Beetle declaims his poems to the sea; they shoot
rabbits, and smoke a nauseating cheroot on the bank of a ditch; and
every now and then the uncritically admired headmaster gives them a
proper caning. Study Five holds no grudge for this corporal
punishment: they look upon it as natural, life being so much simpler
that way — what's the use of preaching, and having pupils write
thousands of lines as punishment?
Brilliant, boisterous young energy and resourcefulness brims over in
this world; but there is also something else. Certain things would be
indecent or rude or even an insult to talk about: more precisely, there
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are things that are untouchable. Such as patriotism blatantly and
arrogantly avowed, which leads a "generously-designed", dim-witted
character to flourish the flag, and not refrain from shouting out what
lives deep and spontaneously in every decent heart.
This kind of vulgarity makes short shrift of the voluntary cadet
corps, and for the first time Beetle sees Stalky, the indomitable,
slumped over the table, crying. True, Stalky tries to deny it: I fooled
you, Beetle.
They have just time to garble the Latin prose paper — it serves Mr
King right for having made fun of Beetle's editorial endeavours — and
they do it so well that the master is reduced to dictating the answers to
them. Then, school over, off they go to freedom; no more Yes Sir, No
Sir, Please Sir; the boys are off into Life, and let the masters strut in
front of the poor little chaps in the lower forms.
The boys speak a different language, and many words have different
meaning. "Fag" is unknown in Hungarian school idiom, but Clewer
was one, and so were the three boys once, and then we know. Mr King
is a "gingy-whiskered beggar" and a "basket-hanger". Who knows
what a basket-hanger is? And King is anything but a beggar; but the
translated English words and phrases stick in the ear a thousand times
better than any intelligible swear-word, because they are felicitously
exotic — just as the College itself, the scene of the action.
When I was thirteen it never occurred to me what Life was like — to
which those boys rushed, away from the College. All I sensed and
enjoyed tremendously was the English atmosphere, which was so
desirably strange: the unmistakable longing for freedom, as an
undercurrent beneath the surface of the harsh hierarchy and strict
rules of the College. It is an affirmation of freedom — justified and
realizable — and will remain so for ever.
I did not understand much of the last chapter that read like a kind
of epilogue. I thought at the time it was a conventional ending: what
will become of us fifteen years hence? Almost all of them became
soldiers in Africa and India. It was strange that while Hungarian
soldiers were "marching on Bosnia" as in the popular song — yes,
just next door — these boys went to a wondrous world, straight out of
a tale, to deserts and jungles on the other side of the world. What kind
of soldiers might be Sikhs and Malôts? How could an Army man take
the initiative on his own, and fight and move troops about? (Well, of
course it becomes Stalky, but there must be something more to it than
that.) What kind of war was it you could talk about in these terms, as
if it were just a schoolboy prank, while people were shot at and killed?
When later, as an adult, I picked the book up again, it was as clear
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as daylight — the exact and authentic formula of the old British
Empire. Could it be that Stalky's schemes for getting the enemy's
enemies to fall at each other's throats in India are identical with the
notion of Perfidious Albion? And not only do the three main
characters — soldier, poet, land-owner — work and live in close
cooperation: so does everybody else who once "belonged to the
College", leaguing together, warning each other of danger. Stalky
sends the native bugler with the opening of their old school song to his
brother-at-arms — more readily identifiable than any other
communication decipherable by a stranger. They were aware that the
Empire had been entrusted to them, and that every square inch of it
was important.
"Arrah, Patsy, mind the baby" the bugler blows, and the British
troops, beleaguered in the fort, know they are not alone. Stalky or
other Stalkys are at hand, bringing assistance.
And the Empire goes on growing.
I was seized with the same agonising envy when forced to realise
that the Constantinum convent at Kiskunfélegyháza was not Stalky &
Co's College — where although the pupils were beaten they had rights
and honour — and there was no use trying to substitute myself and
the rest of us for the book's characters, and to adopt the playful
prankster's techniques of revenge.
And when we leave school, the same open and broad skies and life
in India, Africa, Burma and elsewhere do not await us. For I live on a
piece of land which has been a plaything of the Great Powers for
centuries — who set us against each other, against our small and
similarly helpless neighbours if their current interests so demanded, or
threw us some sop to keep us quiet, or to give them torrents of blood
in exchange.
For my country has no empire.
All the same, I think Kipling might have enjoyed it if his soothsayers
had shown him those three schoolgirls who, lying low in the dense
shrubbery of the convent, sang "Arrah, Patsy, mind the baby" to the
tune of the Hungarian song, "Oh, how round this bun is".
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BOOK REVIEW AND NOTICES
THE ARTIST AS INTERPRETER
[In our issue of March 1991, accompanying Philip Mason's article on "The Dog
Hervey", were five pictures by G.L. Stampa (1875-1951). Stampa was a successful
illustrator of Kipling's dog stories, but was much more than that — a wide-ranging and
prolific artist who created striking illustrations for magazines and books during a long
working life. His granddaughter's memoir, reviewed below, is to be welcomed. — Ed. ]

THE LAST BOHEMIAN, edited and introduced by Flavia
Stampa Gruss (Bellew Publishing Co, 1991), 72pp, 85
illustrations, £5.95. (It may be ordered from F. Stampa
Gruss, 73 Peterborough Rd, London SW6 3BT. Rates incl.
p&p: UK £6.78; Europe £7.29; USA airmail £8.46.)

To write within the compass of a little under five thousand words a
memoir which brings the subject swiftly and clearly before the reader
is an unusual achievement. But Flavia Stampa Gruss has not allowed
family piety to blur either the outline or dimension of her
grandfather's life — an artist who was notable for loyalty, selfeffacement, and the conviction that the human, and animal,
condition should be treated sympathetically, not dismissively or
satirically.
George Loraine Stampa, of a very ancient Italian family
distinguished by love for and practice of the arts, adapted with
remarkable skill not only to English life but to the vagaries of English
temperament. For over fifty years, beginning in 1894, Stampa drew for
Punch. His street arabs, bewildered omnibus passengers, indeed all
London folk, were dear to him; but so also were the actors and
actresses, recorded with comparable skill at first nights and special
occasions.
But Stampa was also known in a field where many good artists go
astray through haste or superficiality. Stampa's illustrations for books
reflected a trait in his character, not merely an aspect of his talent,
which is particularly well reflected in comments by that most severe
critic, Caroline Kipling. The Kipling Archives at Sussex University
reveal that Mrs Kipling's reactions to Stampa's drawings were very
favourable: his portrayal of animals was never "saccharine". She
wrote to Kipling's agent, A.P. Watt: "We are so glad that Mr Stampa
is going ahead..."; adding later, "The illustrations have given Mr
Kipling much pleasure... the style is admirably suited to his subject."
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Mrs Kipling's comments refer specifically to Stampa's illustrations
for one of her husband's last works, Thy Servant a Dog [1930 and
1934]. But Stampa's first contribution was in 1928, for "Supplication
of the Black Aberdeen", published in the Strand Magazine. The
conjunction of writer and artist was particularly effective. Kipling's
sustained affection for dogs occasionally led towards an
anthropomorphic mood, but Stampa redressed the balance. He never
failed to present Kipling's canine favourites as themselves.
One has only to consider the sentimentality with which otherwise
sensitive artists have treated animals to realise that George Stampa
should also be credited with an unusual achievement. Stampa, like
Kipling, went his own way: he abjured fashion and the coterie. The
writer and artist had more in common than illustrations for short
stories might at first suggest.
ANTHONY VERRIER

"OR WOULDST THOU SPORT?"
One of G.L. Stampa's many sprightly illustrations to "Supplication of the Black
Aberdeen" (copyright 1927, published as a Medici Society pamphlet, 1928) —
Can a gift turn Thee? I will bring mine all —
My Secret Bone, my Throwing-Stick, my Ball. . .
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BOOK NOTICES

The following are three other books recently brought in various ways to our attention.
A review copy of (1) was sent to us, and will be fully reviewed in a subsequent issue, and
placed in the Society's Library; of (2) we have as yet only an advance notice; as to (3), a
newspaper review which we cite suggests it contains Kipling-related ingredients of some
substance.

1.

INDEX OF ENGLISH LITERARY MANUSCRIPTS: Volume IV, 1800-1900; Part
2, Hardy to Lamb, ed. Barbara Rosenbaum (Mansell, London & New York, 1990),
xxxii + 730 pp; 9x11 inches; ISBN 0 7201 1660 0; hardback, £225/$450.

This is a book of rather specialised interest: it will not at that price be a best-seller.
However, libraries will want it as a scholarly tool likely to be indispensable in serious
textual research into the authors concerned. These are Hardy, Hazlitt, Hopkins, Keats,
Kipling and Lamb, but the one who occupies most space, 250 pages, is Kipling. Here,
then, are alphabetical listings of his prose and verse, specifying where items were first
published, and what MSS survive. Further description I leave to the full review.

2.

INVENTING INDIA: A History of India in English-Language Fiction by Ralph J.
Crane (Macmillan, December 1991); with illustrations, notes, a select bibliography,
and index; ISBN 0 333 56363 8; hardback, £35.

Dr Crane (author of a note on M.M. Kaye and Kipling in our December 1990 issue) is a
Fellow of the University of Otago, New Zealand, having graduated from universities in
Wales, British Columbia and Tasmania. In this book, set at "the interface of historical
and fictional writing", he considers the history of India from 1857 to 1975 as presented
in the work of 20th-century novelists, both Indian and British, including Kipling.

3.

T.S. ELIOT AND MYSTICISM by Paul Murray (Macmillan, 1991), 326 pp, £40.

A laudatory review by Mark Archer, in the Financial Times of 6 July 1991, describes this
as a rich book which enhances the reader's understanding of the inspiration behind
Eliot's poetry, particularly mystical inspiration — derived from literature as much as
from life. A writer who seemed to Eliot to "perceive vibrations beyond the range of
ordinary men" was Kipling. "How often in Kipling", says Archer, "does one get that
eerie sense of another world — and how typical of Eliot, in his remarks about Kipling's
'queer gift of second sight, of transmitting messages from elsewhere', to put his finger
on it."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[I am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since
more are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective,
and reserve — unless expressly told otherwise — the usual right to
shorten a letter. In some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or
enclosures, to be summarised under "Points from Other Letters".—Ed.]

NOT GARM
From Mrs I.M. Willis, Hillview, 13 Millstream, Worthen, Shropshire SY5 9JX

Dear Sir,
The illustrations in your March issue [page 8] and June issue [pages
8 & 51] took me back some seventy years when, at the age of eleven to
twelve, I spent six months in the south of France with my parents.
These drawings are of a French bulldog, at that time a well-recognised
breed, with wide-set upright ears, bright eyes and a less ugly muzzle
than that of our bulldogs.
I saw quite a number of them, usually led by smart women; and
they always had the distinctive collar — as I remember it, leather twice
as wide as our usual dog-collar, studded with ornamental nails, and,
on both sides, an upstanding frill of stiff hair, black with white points,
probably badger fur. I have never seen these collars on any other breed
of dog, and one rarely saw a French bulldog wearing any other kind.
I remember being given a little cane, with a carved wooden head of
one of these dogs; and that too had the characteristic collar.
The artist [H. Deluermoz], being French, would naturally draw
what he was most familiar with; but it was certainly not what Kipling
had in mind!
Yours sincerely
INGA WILLIS

KIPLING TO MUSIC
From Mr B.J.H. Mattinson, 6 Herisson Close, Pickering, North Yorkshire YO18 7HB

Dear Sir,
According to Lord Birkenhead, "the undoubted charm of
'Mandalay' has been dulled by a thousand reproductions" [Rudyard
Kipling, Weidenfeld, 1978, page 121]. I wonder if these included the
thirteen musical settings listed by Mr B.E. Smythies in your June issue
[pages 34-36], twelve of which were published during Kipling's
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lifetime. These songs have introduced many people to the poem. My
own introduction was through the familiar setting by Oley Speaks
(No 8), but I now have an attractive first edition of the Willeby setting
(No 9) and a copy of the earlier Hedgecock setting (No 5).
These versions are interestingly different, and there will be personal
preferences for the individual musical association with the rugged
British 'Tommy' (No 8), the tinkly temple bells (No 9), or the
seductive little banjo (No 5). What do we know about the reactions of
Kipling himself, particularly in view of the suggestion that, in the
context of Elgar, he "objected to the verses being turned into musical
entertainment"? [Mr D.J. Peters, Kipling Journal, June 1990, page
27.] He might well have objected to the setting of his poem variously
shortened, but did he welcome the enrichment provided by the music,
or did he see it as a threat to his personal recognition?
Perhaps this is the answer to Mr Peters's question, why Kipling was
so uncooperative with Elgar. Even where music is essentially
subservient — as was also the case with 'Gilbert and Sullivan' and
must be true of Anglican church worship — it has a universal appeal
powerful enough to generate resentment which can strain such
working relationships.
Yours sincerely
BRIAN MATTINSON
[A reader, with whom I discussed this interesting letter before publication, comments —
regarding balance of importance between words and music, in poems set to music —
that Kipling apparently did much of his verse-composition with some strong-rhythmed
tune, often a hymn, in his head; and that "Tommy" unmistakably recalls the lilt of "The
Lincolnshire Poacher". — Ed.]

POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS
GALLIPOLI: "WHEN TWO STRONG MEN"
From Dr N.K. Cooper, 3 Corunna Road, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen AB2

Dr Cooper has sent me the text of a talk on Gallipoli, delivered on 24
April 1991 at Holy Trinity Church, Eltham, London SE9, by Mr
Osman Olçay, a former Turkish diplomat and Foreign Minister.
It was in the 'Gallipoli Memorial Lecture' series, which began in
1985 and has produced some remarkable addresses by eminent
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speakers. Mr Olçay ranged widely and generously over the causes
underlying the Gallipoli campaign, the heroism and folly that
characterised it, and the lessons in reconciliation that can be drawn
from it. The Kipling connection is slight: the title of the talk ("When
two strong men stand face to face...") and an allusion to the spirit of
"The Ballad of East and West". But the general content is impressive,
and Dr Cooper rightly thinks some members of this Society would
find it rewarding.
He has accordingly sent me twenty spare copies, which I can
forward, while the supply lasts, to those who care to pass me 48p in
stamps (or, if abroad, an appropriate Postal Reply Coupon). — Ed.

A KIPLING LETTER, AND A CARVED STICK
From Mr Shamus O.D. Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W3 7SE

I. THE LETTER. Mr Wade brings to our notice an unpublished letter in
his possession, written by Kipling on 11 October 1898 on two sides of
the card reproduced opposite. Its text, which we have annotated on
various points of interest, is repeated below:Dear Wynn1 —
You're a brick to like the Day's Work2 and specially "William". 3
No, she isn't Art altogether but she is grateful and comforting which,
as I grow older I am at times inclined to believe is a dee sight better. I
want MacKenzie Wallace's4 head in a a paper-basket for I believe it
was along of his pro-Muscovite feelings that my little Natural-History
poem about bears didn't come out in the Times.5 Now, like you, I'm
waiting on the upshot of Fashoda. 6 When I was with the Fleet last
month at Bantry7 they, too, were waiting — hopefully with their
tongues out. I think we are ready — at least as ready as we're ever
likely to be.
Yours always
Ruddy

NOTES TO KIPLING'S LETTER ABOVE
"Wynn" was Wynnard Hooper (1853-1935), statistician and journalist, on the
editorial staff of The Times from 1882 to 1914. The identification is attested by the
catalogue of the auction at which Mr Wade bought the letter; by internal evidence,
above; and by the link with Maggie Hooper, via the stick (below).

KIPLING TO WYNNARD HOOPER — see opposite page
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2. The Day's Work had been published on 7 October 1898 (source: Mrs Kipling's
diary), so Hooper had lost no time commending it.
3.

"William the Conqueror" in The Day's Work, a story of Indian famine, with a
conspicuously practical heroine, 'William' Martyn.

4. Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace, K.C.I.E., later K.C.V.O. (18414919), traveller, writer,
courtier and notable Russophile; Director of the Foreign Department of The Times,
1891-99. Formerly Private Secretary to both Dufferin and Lansdowne as Viceroys;
and "attached to the Czarewitch as political officer" on a tour of India and Ceylon,
1890-91.
5. "The Truce of the Bear" (mentioned and dated in Mrs Kipling's diary as "The Bear
that Walks like a Man", 31 August 1898) was published in Literature on 1 October
and the New York Tribune on 13 October. It had been provoked (according to
Carrington's biography) by Kipling's strong scepticism about "well-intentioned
moves of the Czar" on 24 August "towards a general treaty of arbitration and
disarmament". [See also p 23.]
6. The Fashoda crisis (following Kitchener's victory at Omdurman on 2 September
1898) brought Britain to the brink of war with France, and lasted until early
November when the French withdrew.
7. For Kipling's cruise with the Channel Fleet in September 1898, including a visit to
Bantry Bay in Ireland (and on pp 55-6 an unmistakable reference to France as the
likely naval enemy), see his A Fleet in Being.

II. THE STICK. At the same auction, in the same lot as the letter above,
Mr Wade acquired a stick with the following carved on it: JK EK June
1906 MH RK JLK BATEMANS.
A crumpled label attached to it reads: Willow stick cut for me at
Bateman's by Rudyard Kipling when I was staying there. Decorated by
his Father John Lockwood Kipling to show how patterns could be cut
with a penknife in the fresh (?) bark. With the initials of the two
children John and Elsie (JK & EK), mine (MH), RK & JLK, June
1906. —Margaret L. Hooper.
Mrs Lisa Lewis helpfully endorses the authenticity of this unusual
souvenir by reporting that an entry in Kipling's hand in the Bateman's
Visitors' Book records that "Maggie Hooper" stayed there from 15 to
18 June 1906. Perhaps more information will be forthcoming to
identify her: from Wynnard Hooper's entry in Who was Who she
does not appear to have been his wife or daughter.
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PLAGUE-STONES [2]
From Mrs Rosalind Kennedy, Bliss Cottage, P.O. Box 321, Beechworth, 3747, Victoria,
Australia.

Mrs Kennedy, President of our Melbourne Branch, writes about
Professor Slobozhan's letter on page 45 in our December 1990 issue,
on "Plague-Stones", as in Kipling's "A Doctor of Medicine". The
Professor had wondered if any such stone "was preserved somewhere
in England" — and did find one in a Cornish musem.
Mrs Kennedy refers to a small book, Eyam Plague: 1665-1666,
published in 1989 by J.G. Clifford, a resident of Eyam, a village in
Derbyshire on which Mrs Kennedy has herself done some research.
The book, she says, "mentions three stones used at Eyam when a
'cordon sanitaire' was imposed around the village to prevent the
spread of the plague. Requests for items were left at the Boundary
Stone (illustrated), and it was customary for money, left at the delivery
point in payment for goods, to be placed if possible in running water
— as at Mompesson's Well beside the top road to Grindleford about a
mile outside the village, and at the more distant ancient stone circle at
Wet Withens. It was thought this would wash the 'seeds of the plague'
from the coins, leaving them safe to handle. Where there was no water,
as at the Boundary Stone, holes were drilled in the stone, into which
money could be placed, and then they were topped up with vinegar,
which it was believed would have the same effect. There was nothing
new or unusual about this plan: there is evidence in 'Penny Stones',
'Vinegar Stones' and the like, on many old maps."
Mrs Kennedy suggests that "from Kipling's description of the
'Plague-Stone', and from the description and illustrations in Eyam
Plague, Kipling's stone is a 'Well-Stone' (identical with the
photographed Mompesson's Well), not a true 'Plague-Stone' — one
drilled with holes especially to receive money. On the last Saturday in
each August, Mompesson's Well is dressed, in the custom of
Derbyshire, to honour the heroism of the people of Eyam in the
1665-66 plague, which killed a third of its population."

KIPLING, HENLEY AND POLLOCK
From Sotheby's, 34-35 New Bond Street, London W1A 2AA

The Department of Printed Books, Autograph Letters & Manuscripts
at Sotheby's sent me a year ago an extract from a catalogue under
preparation, regarding items in the field of English Literature and
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History coming up for auction on 13 December 1990.
One of these (Lot 105, expected price £700-800) was a "humorous
autograph letter" from Kipling to W.E. Henley; it was undated, but
may be placed in 1890, after his parents' arrival in London in May. It
contained a drawing, which we reproduce opposite. Part of the text is
shown with that drawing, while another part read:
"Pater has got your note about the cloths all right... I fancy you're
right about the ballads — and I know you'll stop me p.d.q. 4 [afore?]
I get hopelessly off colour.
But please ask Bell whether I can have the musical rights of the
ballads straight off. A man who knows music and the Army and me,
has set Danny Deever, to a tune that gives me cold creeps..."
[Some — not all — of this is sufficiently clear. Bell was R. Fitzroy Bell, one of the
founders and proprietors of the Scots Observer, which Henley edited, and in which
many "Barrack-Room Ballads" including "Danny Deever" appeared in 1890. (By
August Kipling was decidedly "off colour" with overwork). Pollock was Walter Pollock
(1850-1926), journalist and writer, Editor of the Saturday Review, 1883-1894. He listed
"sword play" among his recreations, and was co-author of Fencing, in the Badminton
Library series. — Ed.]

KIPLING AND JOHN HAYS HAMMOND
Sotheby's also sent me more recently a similar catalogue of items for
auction on 18 July 1991. Two related to John Hays Hammond. The
first (Lot 231, expected price £600-800) was a signed manuscript of
"Recessional" which Kipling gave Hammond at Christmas 1898. The
other (Lot 223, expected price £500-550) was an autograph letter and
an autograph card, from Kipling to Hammond: extracts from both
were cited.
In the former, from Rottingdean, dated 3 August 1898, Kipling
asked Hammond how he might with his pen ' 'continue to do most
good to Rhodes in his fight 'south under' ". "...Sometimes I think an
interview — and sometimes a poem would be best but I'm blowed if I
precisely know...")
In the latter, dated 9 May 1935 from Bateman's, Kipling
commented on Hammond's recently published Autobiography, saying
"... It brought back old times — all the years that we remember
together — even to the edge of tears... We'll have to wait till 20 years
after every one is dead before we'll ever arrive at anything like the
truth..."
[John Hays Hammond (born in San Francisco in 1855, died in Gloucester,

"WHAT DAM' SKITTLES?"
See opposite, under "Kipling, Henley and Pollock". The fencer's pennon is inscribed
"SAT[URDAY] REVIEW". The diagonal text reads: "Twasn't Saturday. Twas fencing.
And Pollock ate too many cigarettes before lunch, which breathed him. But he fenced
beautiful. Like this."
Below is written: "What dam' Skittles? I've seen you do it like Jehovah when he was
working against time: But isn't the interdictedness and general unfurnished apart some
ness of man awful to think upon. 'And that is the Devil.' "
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Massachusetts, 1936) was an American mining engineer of high reputation. In South
Africa in 1893, he became an associate of Cecil Rhodes and consultant to Rhodes's Gold
Fields Company. Later he was one of the Uitlander conspirators who from their base in
Johannesburg encouraged (with very varying degrees of consistency as the date
approached) Dr Jameson's disastrous Raid of December 1895. Hammond was
condemned to death but reprieved; he returned to America in 1899. Kipling had
presumably met him in South Africa in early 1898. What he was referring to in 1935
would have been the ironies and controversies of the Raid, and the blight it had cast on
Rhodes's great aspirations. — Ed.]

AN EXTENSION OF OUR CIRCULATION
From Professor Enamul Karim, Rockford College, 5050 East State Street, Rockford,
Illinois 61101, U.S.A.

In a recent letter, Professor Karim, our active North American
Secretary, included an encouraging item of news:"After trying for about a year I have been able to persuade the
Head of the Reference Section at the Library of Congress to select the
Kipling Journal for distribution through the National Library for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped, to persons who are unable to use
standard printed material because of visual or physical disabilities.
This, I hope, will increase the number of people enjoying the Journal.
I do not know whether it will result in increased membership, but at
least we know that the Journal will be accessible to people who are
blind or handicapped."

"PRETTY ANNIE"
From Miss Matilda Tyler, 134 Everit Street, New Haven, Connecticut 06511, U.S.A.

Miss Tyler writes about a pirated and much altered edition of Plain
Tales from the Hills which she has long possessed but only recently
examined in detail. It is Forty Tales from the Hills, a paperback in the
Arundel Library Series published in 1890 by J.S. Ogilvie, New York.
She points out that although it is not in the Stewart and Martindell
bibliographies of Kipling, it is mentioned by Livingston at page 39
(Bibliography, 1927) and page 105 (Supplement, 1938).
One conspicuous difference between the pirated edition and the
original is that the order of the stories in Plain Tales has been jumbled.
Another is the insertion of what at first sight seems a new story,
"Pretty Annie". This however proves, on examination, to be "The
Solid Muldoon" lifted gratuitously from Soldiers Three.
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Miss Tyler sent me the text of "Pretty Annie" to compare with
"The Solid Muldoon". This was interesting. Ogilvie of New York,
though not above piracy, seemingly had intermittent qualms about sex
and religion. For instance, Mulvaney's boast about his past capacity
"for sedukshin" is watered down to his way "wid the wimen"; also
women were not for "runnin' afther" but merely for "lookin'
afther"; and he first met Annie Bragin not in the "Cath'lic Chapel"
but in the "chapel". (Miss Tyler drily explains that "this was the U.S.
a hundred years ago".)
There are other slight textual differences; but a major one is the
shifting of the description of Mulvaney's gruesome fight with
Sergeant Bragin from its proper place in the chronology, to the end of
the story, where it makes logical nonsense.

KIPLING, GREECE AND COMPTON MACKENZIE
From Mr M. Jones, Brown's Hotel, Dover Street, London W1A 4SW

Mr Jones writes to ask what led Kipling to write "The Greek National
Anthem" (1918), a seven-verse poem beginning:
We knew thee of old,
Oh, divinely restored,
By the light of thine eyes
And the light of thy Sword...
He had seen it mentioned in Compton Mackenzie's My Life and
Times, Octave VIII, page 174. Mackenzie had hoped to include the
poem — described as a translation from the Greek — in a book, Wind
of Freedom. He wrote to ask Kipling's daughter for permission; but
she replied "in the third person, wanting £5 and a copy of the book
'for her files' ". So Mackenzie, "irritated by such self-importance",
made a translation of his own.
Mr Jones had found a better-tempered reference to Kipling in
Octave VII — to the effect that Kipling's death, nearly coinciding with
that of King George V, had less public impact than it should have had.
In a typical young man's belief that "older men will last for ever, I had
never taken... opportunities... to meet him, partly because I was out of
sympathy with his point of view and partly because we supposed he
was always rude to young men. By now I had realised his genius and in
my depression about the will o' the wisps of Safety First and
Collective Security" that were deluding the British Government, "I
began to appreciate what Rudyard Kipling had stood for..."

A STATUE OF MOWGLI, IN RUSSIA
Professor Alexei Slobozhan, the Russian translator of Kipling's Puck stories, and author
of a letter on 'Plague-Stones' which we published in December 1990 (and which has
drawn a comment from Australia at page 65 in this issue) has kindly sent this
photograph of a statue of Mowgli and Bagheera. "It stands on the boulevard in
Priozersk, one of the small towns of the Leningrad region, some 140 kilometres from
Leningrad.' ' Professor Slobozhan is now receiving copies of the Kipling Journal, which
he shares with others with the same literary interests: "Who knows?" he writes,
"Perhaps we shall some day organise here a branch of the Kipling Society, too."
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KIPLING AND LAFCADIO HEARN
From Major Roy Hudson, T.D., Hudson Enterprises, P.O. Box 46 CMU, Chiang Mai
50002, Thailand

Major Hudson writes to draw our attention to a recently published
book, Wandering Ghost: The Odyssey of Lafcadio Hearn, by
Jonathan Colt (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1991), containing
passages about Kipling, whom Hearn greatly admired. [Lafcadio
Hearn, 1850-1904, born in the Ionian Islands of Irish/Greek parentage
and largely self-educated, was a journalist in America and eventually
a Japanese citizen. In Japan, he was for several years Professor of
English Literature at Tokyo University, attaining a unique position as
the leading interpreter of Western culture to the Japanese, and of
Japan to the West.]
For Hearn's general view of Kipling's work, Colt cites his Complete
Lectures on Art, Literature and Philosophy (ed. R. Tanabe et al,
Hokuseido, Tokyo, 1932-34), which draws on the two-volume
Interpretations of Literature by Lafcadio Hearn (ed. J. Erskine,
Heinemann, London, 1922). In Hearn's view, developed through
several pages, Kipling was "without any comparison whatever, the
greatest writer of short stories in English, greater even than Stevenson
at his best; there is absolutely no one with whom to compare him
among English writers; to find comparison with him we must go to
France...", notably to Maupassant. Kipling was "all mind and eye",
endowed with "sensitiveness extraordinary..."
On a narrower field, Colt reprints at page 376-9 part of a letter of
1893 from Hearn to another well known authority on Japan,
Professor B.H. Chamberlain, giving high praise to Kipling's "Rhyme
of the Three Sealers" (1892/93), in its Japanese setting:"The more I read [it] the more I am astonished at the immense power
of the thing. It gains with every reading. And how little of the world's
modern fiction and poetry does this! It is the sign of true genius, —
the perfect imagination that reaches its goal by unknown methods.
There is, indeed, the trouble you spoke of long ago, — that it is written
in a dialect, so to speak, which may change rapidly. Still, I doubt if
our rough speech changes much more rapidly than does our refined
tongue. The English of the eighteenth century is not the English of
today, though we understand and admire it. Kipling must last,
anyhow, a hundred years, — that will make his best work classic.
But what are "sheer strakes," "chocks," "bends and butts,"
"cleats," and "topping-lifts"? You will confess that, though
mysterious to the landlubber, there is a blocky, bumping, raking force,
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even in the sound of them that tells. Yet again, what — oh what is a
holluschickie? Is it a kite? — a pi-yoro-yoro! Weird and funny at once
— isn't it?
And we'll go up to the Wrath of God as the holluschickie goes...
But he'll lie down on the killing-grounds where the holluschickie go.

But it seems to me that, leaving the descriptive art of the thing out
of the question as above all praise, Kipling reaches his supreme art in
the two simple lines, —
And west you'll turn and south again, beyond the sea-fog's rim,
And tell the Yoshiwara girls to burn a stick for him ...

It is, of course, the very first time that any Western writer ever
succeeded in making infinite poetry with that much befouled word; —
there is more art in that one line than in all [Pierre Loti's] Madame
Chrysanthème. But that isn't the wonder alone: the wonder is, that
with that simplest touch, a whole world of pathos, — the whole
romance and better nature of the rough sailor appears, — his rude
tenderness, — his superstition, — his isolation, — his vague empiric
education by travel, teaching him that one faith may be good as
another, — his consciousness of no hope from his own by the
breaking of every law, human and divine, — and fifty other things!
That is sheer magic. One word more would have spoiled the effect.
One word less would have rendered it impossible. And no genius —
not Victor Hugo — could even have changed a word without ruining
the perfect balance of the whole infinitely pathetic utterance, — the
moral of it, — the poetry of it, — 'the pity of it.'
I won't try to praise the rest of the astonishing study, — the sudden
change of feeling from anger to kindness, — the change of the
modern man, wicked only for a reason, for a profit, — good
underneath all. But one could write a book on the thing..."
[I am grateful to Major Hudson for reporting a new book on the remarkable Hearn, and
for reminding us of Hearn's wholehearted approval of "The Rhyme of the Three Sealers".
Incidentally all the nautical terms, and the word 'holluschickie' (young unmated male
seals), and the reference to the 'Yoshiwara' (the red light district of Tokyo), and the whole
historical background of the ballad in question, are dealt with in detail in Kipling's Japan
(ed. Cortazzi & Webb, Athlone, 1988), at pages 255-269. — Ed.]
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LIBRARY NOTES
In our issue of June 1991, at pages 21-22, we outlined our plans for the
future of the Society's Library — given impending change and
extensive re-development at what has for many years, to our great
convenience, "served as our generous host establishment, the Royal
Commonwealth Society in Northumberland Avenue.
It had become essential for us to consider afresh what would
henceforth be the most suitable accommodation for the Library — a
valuable if not unique collection of books and papers which, as a
staple resource of our Society, requires to be kept securely, and at the
same time to be reasonably accessible to our members and, on
application, to serious researchers.
As explained in June, the Society's Council, with backing from our
wider membership in a general meeting, arrived at an excellent
arrangement with City University, London, whereby our Library
would be securely located, on an indefinite loan basis, in the Special
Collections Room in the University Library at Northampton Square,
London EC1V 0HB, under the custody of the University Librarian,
Mr John McGuirk.
The transfer has now occurred. The physical move of the books —
requiring delicate and professional handling — was expeditiously
carried out in early July by Harrow Green Removals, supervised by
our Secretary, Mr Norman Entract, and by a member of Council, Mrs
Trixie Schreiber, who will be taking over from Mr Donald Simpson the
Society's day-to-day responsibility for Library affairs. But under the
new arrangements the whole collection — incidentally looking very
attractive indeed in its new environment — is in the administrative
charge of the University, and access to it is on a basis strictly
compatible with the University Librarian's rules.
Members of the Society who wish to use the Library — to do
research on the spot, not to borrow books — should apply to our
Secretary for a Reader's Ticket, which they will be required to present
for identification purposes at the University Library, where an up-todate list of our membership will be held. See page 74 for a note on the
Secretary's new address.
The preceding note reduces the space here available for what will in
future be a regular listing of new acquisitions (as at page 23 of our last
issue). Incidentally, will members please bear in mind the needs of the
Library in respect of new and foreign editions of Kipling, books and
serious press articles with a substantial Kipling ingredient, etc. We lack
the funds to spend on this what the proliferation of material justifies,
and are very grateful when items are donated.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We welcome to the Society the following new, or rejoining, members:

Bibliothèque Nationale, Département des Périodiques (Paris); Mr J.H.R. Colvin
(London); Miss H.D. McCulloch (Buckinghamshire); Mr H.B. Martin (Suffolk); Mrs
Helen Morris (Cambridge); Sir Michael Pike (London); Professor A. Slobozhan
(Leningrad, U.S.S.R.); Mr PR. Snider (California, U.S.A.).

THE SECRETARY
Our Secretary, Mr Norman Entract, is moving house at about the time this issue of the
Kipling Journal is published. He expects to retain the same telephone number — as
shown on page 4 — and it has an answerphone. However, members will note that the
Society's official postal address — also shown on page 4 — remains essentially in
London, for all routine business. That said, should a member think it preferable, on
account of urgency, to write more directly to the Secretary, the letter should in future be
addressed to him at 24 Cedar Court, Lower Street, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 2BA.

GENERAL MEETING
A special General Meeting, duly announced to members in advance, was held at Brown's
Hotel on 17 July 1991. The purpose was to discuss Council's proposal that the standard
subscription for 1992 be raised from £12 (the figure set in 1985) to £20. The Chairman
of Council, Mrs Parry, being unable to attend, the chair was taken by the Treasurer, Mr
Peter Lewis. A full record of the proceedings was kept by the Secretary; the present
account is only a note of salient points for the purposes of the Kipling Journal.
Mr Lewis recapitulated the Society's general financial position, as had been
summarised on page 10 of our issue of June 1991. It was unanimously understood that
a rise in subscription rates was unavoidable if the Society was to maintain its activities,
the most costly of which was the production of the Journal — and laudatory views were
expressed regarding the quality and usefulness of the latter. It was also appreciated that
it was not practical to impose a gradually creeping rate of subscription increase, making
annual adjustments according to inflation: it was hoped that the new rate could be held
for several years. It was further agreed that it would be equitable, and in administrative
terms economical, to set a single flat rate of subscription, regardless of age or place of
residence.
In conclusion, there was unanimous support for the proposal: the level for 1992 will
accordingly be £20 — to be regarded as a standard minimum rate in the hope that some
members will, as at present, generously subscribe more. Confidence was also expressed
by several present, that most fellow-members would recognise the need for a new rate
after six years at the present level; would consider that the Journal, Library, lectures and
other activities justified it; and would willingly continue to support the Society.

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Journal, as the house magazine of the Kipling Society, is
sent quarterly to all members. Its significant contributions to learning
since its foundation in 1927 have earned it a high reputation. It has
been able to publish many important items by Kipling not readily
found elsewhere, and an immense quantity of valuable historical,
literary and bibliographical commentary, in various shapes, by
authorities in their field. In the academic study of Kipling, no serious
scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data, which is soon to be
comprehensively re-indexed. Over two hundred libraries and English
Faculties, in a dozen countries, receive it as corporate members of
the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, the Journal is not
an austerely academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to
inform. This is both necessary and easy. Necessary because the
Society's membership is at least as representative of the ordinary
reader as of the university researcher. Easy because there exists an
inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing material — by virtue of the
tremendous volume and variety of Kipling's writings, the scope of his
travels, acquaintance and correspondence, the diversity of his
interests and influence, the scale of the events that he witnessed, the
exceptional fame that he attracted in his lifetime, and the fascinated
attention that he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members
alike, articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The
range of potential interest is great, from erudite correspondence and
scholarly literary criticism to such miscellanea as may justify
attention, e.g. reports of new books or films; press cuttings; sales
catalogues; unfamiliar photographs; fresh light on people or places
that Kipling wrote about; and of course unpublished letters by
Kipling himself, particularly ones of any biographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial, because the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the
space available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000
words, often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard
to accommodate quickly. Even short pieces usually have to wait.
Naturally, as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid;
their reward is the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Kipling
Journal, and holds a very attractive stock of back numbers for sale.
However items submitted for publication should be addressed to The
Editor, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When it was
founded in 1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met
with predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it quickly
gained, and thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It remains
today one of the most active and enduring of the many literary and
historical societies in Britain. Being the only one in the world that
focuses specifically on Kipling and his place in English Literature, it
also attracts members from many other countries, who duly receive
the quarterly Kipling Journal (which is the subject of a note on the '
previous page).
As a non-profit-making cultural organisation, run by volunteers to
provide a service to the public as well as to its members, the Kipling
Society is a Registered Charity in Britain. Its activities are controlled
by its Council, but routine management is in the hands of the
Secretary. However, its large membership in North America is
mainly coordinated from Rockford College, Illinois, and there is an
active branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult; second, answering enquiries
from the public (e.g. schools, publishers, writers and the media), and
providing speakers on request; third, arranging a regular programme
of lectures, and an Annual Luncheon with a Guest Speaker; fourth,
publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, in his day a phenomenally popular writer, appeals still to a
wide range of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose
and verse style, his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his sheer
skill in narrative. These unacademic readers, as well as professional
scholars of English literature, will find much to interest them in the
Society and its Journal. New members are made welcome. Particulars
of membership may be obtained by writing to the Secretary, Kipling
Society, 2nd floor, Schomberg House, 80/82 Pall Mall, London
SW1Y 5HF. Current annual subscription rates, last fixed in 1985, are:
Individual members
Junior members (under 25)
Corporate members (libraries etc)

(Britain)
£12
£5
£20

(overseas)
£14
£5
£20

